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South Fulton To Crack
Down On Pinball Machines

•

Rine Library
VidrersitY of
Rentucky
Lezinal°H,

Joining Governor Edward T. Breathitt in his war
on banning gambling devices in Kentucky, the South
Fulton City Commission is expected to pass an ordinance at its regular meeting next week making it unlawful to operate such devices in the Tennessee city
across the Kentucky border. A recent incident where
two slot machines were stolen from a private club, just
outside the city limits, may have triggered the proposed
action on the belief that some Kentucky operators may
attempt to skirt Breathitt's action by moving into Tennessee territory.
The slot machines stolen from
the South Fulton American Legion
post have not been recovered, no;
have the robbers been apprehended, but the News has been reliably informed that they were
owned by a Kentucky-based distributor of various types of automatically operated vending machines, juke-boxes and allied devices.
Here's a copy of the ordinance to
be presented for approval by the
South Fulton City Commission next
week:
ORDINANCE RELATING TO
PIN BALL MACHINES
That in order to protect the
peace, morals, and good order of
its citizens, and particularly the
youth therein, and to further the
public welfare of the citizens and
to eliminate conditions that contribute to the delinquency of the youth

ulton County, Kentucky Thursday, November 4, 1965

The 1948 Murray State football
team will be honored by the Murray Thoroughbred Club at Murray's
Homecoming, Saturday, Nov. 8.

Memphis State 26-14, Marshall
27-0, Southeast Missouri 40-0, Tennessee Tech 34-6, Morehead 33-0,
Middle Tennessee 26-12, Evansville
The '48 team won the Ohio Val- 9-7, and Western 34-7. Their only
ley Conference championship and loss was to Eastern, 6-0.
tied Sul Rose College 21-21 in the
The '48 Racers scored 290 points
Tangerine Bowl. They had a 9-1 for the season to their opponents
regular season record. The Racers 88, outgained their opponents 2,995
defeated Culver-Stockton 40-13, yards to 1,675, and intercepted

Number 44

DeMyer, Bond Issue Win; Record
City Vote Gives Boost To Approval

and that are detrimental to the
public welfare of the citizens, it is
ordained by the City Commission
of South Fultoo, Tennessee as follows:
1. That it shall be unlawful for
any person, firm or corporation to
have in its place of business to be
used by the public, any pin ball
machine of any kind, whether having minature football, golf, baseball or any other combination of
aumbers, offering free games,
merchandise or money as a reward
for playing, or for amusement,
shall be prohibited from and after
Lie due adoption of this ordinance
2. No such machine shall be displayed or otherwise exposed to the
public within the corporate limits of
the City of South Fulton, Tennessee.
S. Be it further ordained that any
(Continued on Page Eight)

Murray Homecoming Saturday To
Honor 1948 Thoroughbred Team
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nearly half as many passes as were
completed against them. They
averaged 7.1 yards a rushing attempt, returned 23 intercepted passes for 305 yards, and averaged 20.1
yards on punt returns.
Three of the Racers, end Bob
Sandcrs, tackle John Hackney, and
guard rowell Puckett were named
to the all-conference team. Two
half-backs, Winnie Dill and Joe
Bronson, made the second team.
Captain Ken Evitt made honorable
m-ntion.
Bronson led the team in scoring
(Continued on Page Eight)

Retired Winiers To
Meet On No/ember 1
The meeting of the West KenTerm asapier No. 1193 of National
Associatien of Retired Civil Service
Workers will be held in the RECC
Building in East Hickman, on Highway 94, at U:45 a. m., November
9.
Lune:.
be served at the noon
hour by losiza of the Presbyterian
Church in !Eckman.
All members are urged to be
present and friends are welcome.

6
1

Gilbert DeMyer carried three out of the four City
of Fulton precincts Tuesday to win re-election for a fouryear term as Mayor of the City of Fulton. Mayor DeMyer defeated Nelson Tripp, who also lost the race to
DeMyer four years ago. In the Highlands precinct,
where a quiet, but concerted effort by some restaurant
and motel operators sought to defeat DeMyer, Tripp
won by 13 votes. Opposition forces have charged DeMyer with influencing the flow of highway traffic to
benefit certain commercial interests in downtown Ful0 ton.
(Of the many efforts made to route Highway 45
traffic around the Highlands by-pass, the Kentucky
942
Highway Department engineers have stood firm on the
4n present routing
as the most feasible, the News has been
officially informed.)

355
Although scarcely discussed until
445 about ten days before the election,
the Mayor's campaign apparently
held the keen, but quiet, interest
of the voters. The four Fulton precincts polled more than 900 votes,
or better than 61 per cent of the
total vote cast in the county.
County Court Clerk Dee Langford
estimated that about 1500 vote,
were cast. The official count had
not been tabulated at press time on
Wednesday.
A Federal grant of $112,150 was
In the Fulton City Commission
approved today to pay the adminis- race, three of the incumbents ran
trative expenses of a Kentucky for reelection—W. P. Burnette, Wilplanning group working on projects liam Scott and Charles Robert
to improve the economy of the 49 Benentt. Ward Johnson did not run
counties in the Appalachian region for reelection. Charles Gregory was
of the state.
the other candidate.
The city of Hickman voted 229
The vent approval was anto 127 in favor of adopting the city
nounced by Eugene P. Foley, Asmanager form of government. Also
sistant Secretary of Commerce for
in Hickman, Ro Gardner, unopEconomic Development.
posed for mayor, tallied 258 votes,
The money goes to the Kentucky but Wendell (Drag) Yarbro, who
Area Development Office and will ran third in the mayoral primary,
be available until September 30, got a surprising write-in vote of 60.
.- All candidates for county offices
11186.
ware elected. None had ogposition.
The funds were provided under
Only two precincts in the county
the Appalachian Regional Develop- voted against the bond issue; that
ment Act which permits paying up was the Courthouse precinct in
to 75 percent of the administrative Hickman, where the vote was 76
costs of local development districts against and 63 for the issue, and
to enable these districts to employ Madrid Bend, where the vote was
personnel to p-:-are and imple- 11 against and 10 for the issue:Two
ment economic development pro- precincts were evenly divided in
their appraisal of the bond issue.
grams for their areas.
At Four Points the vote was 1Z for
and 12 against; at BrownsviRe the

vote was 14 and 14.
Of the 942 favorable votes cast
for the bond issue in the 16 county
precincts, the four City of Fulton
precincts accounted for 53 per cent
of the total vote, with 509 voters
voting "Yes."
At press time on Wednesday
only seven counties out of the 120
in Kentucky voted against the issue.
Two of them were in the First
District—Hickman County, home of
Harry Lee Waterfield and Union,
the home county of Earle C. gemerits. Waterfield, with former
governor A. B. Chandler, were
among the hand full of state-wide
personalities against the issue.
In spite of Waterfield's concerted
efforts to defeat the proposal he
carried his home county by only 120
votes. Ironically, both Waterfield
and Chandler supported a similar
proposal in 1956, citing as reasons
for their support at that time, the
very reasons neeessary for the passage of this issue . . . more roads,
more capital construction, and the
oggortunity to get huge funds of
Federal matching funds.
Political observers-believe that
Waterfield's opposition to the boni
issue sounded the death knoll foi
any political aspirations the Clintot
publisher may have had for the
future. Some believe that his opposition was a last desperate effort
to show his political influence, if
any, on a state-wide basis.
(Continued on page eight)

Band Parents
Staging Event
To Raise Funds
Proud of the Fulton High School
Band,Then show it by patronizing
a coffee the Band Parents Club is
sponsoring on Friday, November 12
to raise funds to support the band.
The benefit will be held at the Fulton Electric office on Lake Street
and will begin at 8:30 A. M. and
end in the late afternoon.
At the same time Mrs. Glynn
Bushart, president of the group
urged all parents to interest their
(See Editorial)

There are smiles that make us happy ... and this trio proves every no te of the song is true. Mrs. Glynn Bushart, president of the
Fulton
Parents' Club, Drum Maier John Reed, and Band Director Mandel Brown hold the beautiful trophy that was presented to the band
as
place winner in Class "C" in the Tobaccoland Band Spectacular held in Mayfield last Saturday. (See editorial on Page Two.)

children in becoming members of
the band. There are 14 uniforms
not in use and as Mrs. Bushart
Pays . . . "they need filling up with
ptople."
The band is also in need of more
iastruments. Any person having a
new or used instrument to sell or
donate to the band is asked to call
Mrs. Bushart at 472-1715.
(Photo On Page Five)

UK's Centennial Symposium On Women Quiets Big Talker
Paul has a phiioscrphy for curing
fatigue. He says if you can get
away from the routine haunts for
awhile, do something different and
see different people, the experience
is restful. I think I carried his advice too far last week, for I found
myself wanting tJ get away from
all the exciting experiences I enjoyed for about ten days, so I could
come home ot work so I could really rest. Driving home from Lexington last Sunday afternoon I tried to
recbunt all the things I had done for
the previous ten days and honestly
I could hardly remember where I
had been on r,"..at days and doing
what.
Over the years many readers of
the News have told me that they
"like to travel with me" through
them whams. If you're not one
of them, then skip this column;

there are other items in today's
paper that perhaps will interest
you more. Actually I'm going to
write about this alleged "rest"
more to be like the goony-bird,
who flies bac'--wards more to see
where he's I - -3 than where he's
going.
It was the family's plan previously to drive to Louisville on Saturday, October 29 to be with R. Paul
on his eighteenth birthday; go to
the home-coming game with him at
UK; take him to dinner that evening in Louisville where the four of
us would spend the night, with
Paul and Mary Jo returning home
Sunday while I proceeded to Lexington to be in attendance at the
UK's "Symposium On Women,"
where I was to participate on the
program as a speaker. But R. Paul
changed all that. He had plans in

early Saturday morning and joined
my good friend Ellis Merrifield
there to attend the Democratic
Woman's Club luncheon where
Vice-President Hubert Humphrey
was the principal speaker. It pays
From
to be late sometimes . . . the Vicepresident and Mrs. Humphrey were
late for the luncheon and so were
we, but our mutual tardiness made
it possible for us to have a little
visit with the Veep. I spent the
night in Louisville Saturday night
enjoying the most magnificent
Italian dinner I had ever eaten as a
guest of Ellis, her mother and sis
ter. The restaurant is Grisand's.
Lexington for Friday night and the Try it sometimes, but be sure to
rest of the week-end, so we had to make reservations ahead of time.
change our plena to suit his. Does
that sound familar to you parents
of college students?

Jo's

Notebook

So I drove to Louisville alone

Campbell House for lunch as R.
Paul's birthday present. Fine restaurant, but I could have given him
three new shirts for the price of
the meal. We drove around the
beautiful bluegrass country-side before going to Carnahan House,
where I, with the other symposium
speakers, were guests of the University of Kentucky during our
three-day stay at the centennial
program. I am sure all of you native Kentuckians know the interesting history of Carnahan House. I
was simply enchanted by the stately magnificence of the residence.
Its setting in the heart of the bluegrass horse country, with the added beauty Nature supplied for the
grounds, almost took my breath.

Mayor, Gilbert Delirst

State Parks
Staging Fall
Fishing Event
Reservations are still available
for the "Fall Fishing Festival,"
November 12-14 at three State
parks: Kentucky Dam Village, Gilbertsville; Kenlake, Hardin; and
Lake Cumberland, Jamestown.

ing, six meals from Friday evening through noon Sunday, and all
the planned aetivitiee. The activities include movies, exhibitions
and tips from expert fishermen.
The Governor's trophy will be
awarded for the largest black bass
caught at each of the three parks.
Other awards will be given for the
largest smallmouth bass, the largest crappie and the largest strings
of black bass and crappie.

GUEST SPEAKER
The State Parka Department
Mrs. Lewis Sowell of Clinton will
said most of the unfilled reservations are at Kentucky Dam Vil- be guest speaker at the Fulton
Woman's Club at 1:30 tomorrow
lage and Kenlake.
afternoon. She will show pictures
Mrs. John Oswald, wife of UK's
For a $25-por-person fee fisher- and narrate her recent trip to !Dar(Continued on Pepe Right)
men will receive two nights' lodg- ope.

It's The Time Of Year For Itinerant Workmen
With Bargain Prices And Shoddy Jobs! Beware!

1

In the Fall and the Spring of the
par, when area residents are houseIleaning and fixing up and painting
ip around the premises, itinerant repairmen and so-called home improvement specialists have a field day. In
spite of all the warnings issued to
home-owners to beware of these flyby-night "specialists", thousands of
dollars are bilked each year from unluspecting home-owners looking for
4 bargain.
It must be extremely discouraging to our local carpenters, painters,
termite exterminators, well diggers,
septic tank cleaners and a score of
other tradesmen to see rural and city
homes being worked on by out-oftown people who pay no taxes here,
contribute nothing to the welfare of
the community, and yet get "bargain"
jobs that justifiably should be done
by the home-folks:
The other day we learned that a
local home-owner had paid about
$1200 for a termite exterminating job
that a local firm had bid about
$278.00. The original price, quoted to
the person was less than $200.00, but
by the time the experts kept finding
"trouble" here and there the bill ran
up to the unheard of figure mentioned above. As in many cases this homeowner had no guarantee for the work
done, and the exterminators have
done a fine job of exterminating their
business address and current whereabouts.
This is just one of the many instances that have been related to us
over the years by people who have
been deceived by low prices and fast
work. We know a farmer who was
given a "guaranteed" paint job for
painting his barns with "first class
aluminum paint." It seemed like a big
bargain until the rains came... that
aluminum withered away about as
fast as water on a duck's back.
Roofing,-rug cleaning and septic
tank cleaners, with exterminators are

the worst offenders. It got to be right
funny when we lived in the Highlands and also operated the radio station. Both places had septic tanks.
Three or four times a year some truck
would drive up, with different individuals each time, and advise us that
they had cleaned the septic tank "last
year." For a while this chore was the
responsibility of just one member of
the family and somehow the word got
around to the travelling specialists.
Finally the two of us matched
the calls and found out that they were
playing one against the other. We
caught on and tried to see how far the
racket would go. The price usually
started out about $75.00 and would
graduate downward as long as we
bargained. The ironic thing about it
is that the local firm usually did the
job for $10 to $15. Needless to say
we stopped that racket for a temporary period.
You'can take it on good authority
that our twin cities have good, established, tax-paying firms that can render any kind of service in the books
from puttering to guttering. If you
are not personally familar with the
services rendered, do what Southern
Bell advises you to do ... look in the
yellow pages of your phone book. If
they're not listed there then they're
too jack-leg to afford a phone and consequently too jack-leg to do a guaranteed job for you.
This is not a commercial for
Southern Bell. It's just a reminder
that it's a good bargain to patronize
the home-folks! Then if the job is not
satisfactory, they're where you can
get to them to hear your complaints
and correct them.
You can help your local firms by
calling your city officials and reporting such solicitations from people
you don't know. If they're sincere
they'll buy a license to operate and at
least you can go from there if you're
"taken" for a bargain price and a
shoddy job.

Recognition Of Fulton Band Last Saturday
Sweet Music To Our Ears! Let's Support 'Em
Have you ever stopped to think
what makes a parade such a magnetic
attraction? It's a band marching, rolling the drums, stopping for a drill and
a song.

first time that our school band had
won an award in some 15 years and
if you don't think our happiness is
bustin' out all over, you're not just
with it.

Do you know why half-time
,at a football game makes your school
pride so intense that it brings a tear
to your eyes? It's that school band
high-stepping it down the field, while
your mind wanders to your own
school days.

Like any activity where a lot of
people are involved, it's difficult to
signal out anyone person for full responsibility for success. Yet, we are
sure that nobody, but nobody would
object to our heaping praise on the
tireless and dedicated efforts of one
wonderful guy such as Band Director
Mandel Brown. This pleasant, likeable, hard-working young fellow was
beating the drums for an award-winning band when some of his band
members could scarcely hold the instrument, much less get any music
out of it.

What creates the suspense and
excitement at the theatre as you wait
for the curtains to open on a hit musical? It's the band, or orchestra, whose
first melodic strains herald the enjoyment to come.
Can you imagine then, our pride
today as we report that our own Fulton High School Band was adjudged
a winner in the band Festival held
last Saturday at Mayfield? It was the
EACH ISSUE OF THE NEWS is camels**.
ly recorded on microfilm at the University
of Kentucky library as a permanent and
historical record of the community and its
citizens. Microfilm NEWS film are complete from September INS.
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With a scarcity of instruments,
some thread-bare uniforms, and something much less than enthusiasm
among the parents and home-folks,
Mandel went right on working and
teaching as though he had a fullfledged symphony in front of him.
His dedication soon became contagious. The band parents organization
as always is raising money, recruiting band members and keeping
the drums and other instruments in
sweet sound.
The recognition last Saturday
adds another refrain to the unfinished
composition of attaining other high
hopes of perfection. Members of the
band and their parents and other
interested citizens are looking for
about ten more students to fill some
handsome band uniforms, that are
just waiting to show off down any
street or parade ground.
Our deep appreciation and thanks
go to Mandel Brown,to the band parents, to the Fulton City School officials and teachers and to the interested and generous citizens who, altogether, gave the necessary encouragement and support needed to bring
home that well deserved trophy last
Saturday.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

4r"

_

y Makatters

Whittier said in his famous poem. swallowed up in the Mammoth
If any grown man now living and Cave National Park. The striking
wearing shoes never got a splinter thing is that every child was barein his foot or even under a toenail, footed.
he ought to be ashamed of himNo snooty little boy was done up
self; I almost said he ought to get in dress-up clothes, either; every
out right now and have this en- boy sported his overalls, just as
nobling experience. Just last night boys of the time should have been
I had to wrestle with a toenail of dressed. 'The teacher, now a Namine that is still too big .for a toe- tional Park Ranger, gave me the
nail and almost big tnough for a picture, which I used in my booksmall-sized Shetland pony. You see, let FOLKWAYS OF THE MAMthat toenail shows how I tore it or MOTH CAVE REGION.
its long-ago predecessor off While
In all probability some people
playing "I Spy" and trying to cut will look at that picture
and
through a dog-trot to home base; der whether the whole thing wonwasn't
but the steps up and down into and posed for some sort
of publicity.
out of that dog-trot were of heavy,
But feet were made long
rough-sawed oak. And thereby shoes, and these barefooted before
young
hangs a tale and hung my toenail; chaps knew all
the strange freedom
I haven't got to home base yet,
that bare feet can have.
even though that sudden tearing
away of my nail took place along
I fear their descendants have not
about 1888.
known so well the true barefootOne of the best pictures of a one- da..At
ci:)7rro
wss.
tho
y lytsooanso
roomed school I have ever seen is
e feet shall
of the Maple Springs School, now hide
long gone and its former glory
In the prison cells of pride."

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

OM THE FILES:____

By Gov.Edward T. Breathitt

Turning Back The Clock—
FRANKFORT - - -

November 2, 1943
Spooks, goblins and witches were
walking here Thursday night, as
local youths turned out to celebrate
the gala Hallowe'en festivities.
Numerous parties were sponsored
and a gay time was enjoyed. Hallowe'en celebrants toured the
town, and the business district was
visited with the result that windows
were soaped profusely, despite the
scarcity of soap these days.
A Hallowe'en party was held at
Terry-Norman School for the students by the PTA on Wednesday
evening. Prizes were given for the
most appropriately dressed students. The baby show was a
scream, with the men dressed as
infants, competing for the awards.

tion. Candidates automatically
elected are: T. T. Boaz, mayor;
Harry Murphy, J. L. Jones, Smith
Atkins, Clarence Pickering and
Frank Brady, city council; Lou
Adams, city police judge.
Attending the Paris District laymen's meeting at Martin on October 25 from Fulton were: Rev.
W. E. Mischke, W. S. Atkins, Leon
Browder, J. D. Davis, W. B. Holman, Donald Hall, J. Ward Johnson, Rev. G. T. Sellars and Rev.
E. B. Rucker.
From Crutchfield: Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Saddler gave a six o'clock dinner for Sgt. J. W. Noles, from the
Indo Burma theatre, at their home
last Saturday night. Others there
were Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Stallins
and daughters, Hilda, Wanda and
Mildred ,and Miss Lucille Mosier
of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Elliott
and daughter, Beverly, Mr. and
Mrs. Percie Veatch and son, Max,
went to the dinner given in honor
of their brother, George Horner
Huitt, who returned last week from
service in Europe. He has his discharge.

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gardner announce the engagement of their
daughter. Carbilene, to Cecil E.
Bolin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Bolin of Clinton. Miss Gardner is a
graduate of Fulton High School and
Lambuth College in Jackson, Tenn.
She was president of the senior
class also president of Tau Delta
Sorority two yearr Elie is at present in library school at George
Peabody College in Nashville. Mr.
From Pilot Oak: The Pilot Oak
Bolin is a graduate of Clinton High Homemakers met Friday
with Mrs..
School and attended Murray Col- Virgil Arnett, with ten
members
lege three years before entering and five visitors present.
The meetthe service of his country, and is ing was in charge of the president,
a member of Phi Mu Alpha NationMrs. B. B. Lowry, and the major
al Fraternity. He served with the
project lesson on "Better English"
armed forces three years, was was given by Mrs. Harry
Yates
overseas 32 months in Africa, and Mrs. John Yates. The
social
Italy, France and Germany. He re- program consisted of a few
quiz
ceived his discharge in September games led by Mrs. Lowry.
and is completing his college
course at George Peabody TeachFrom Latham: Another good
ers College in Nashville, where he singing was enjoyed by an
im•
is majoring in voice. The wedding rnenae crowd at the Cavalry Bapis planned for the Christmas sea- tist Church Sunday night.
Plans
son and will take place in First are being made for a singing school
Methodist Church at Fulton.
to be taught by Bill Matthews.
Lane Shanklin returned from
Joan Taylor was chosen queen Pennsylvania last week with
a
o the Hallowe'en Carnival, while charming bride whom he met while
Donald Richardson was named in the service. They will return
to
king of the annual event, at South
Pennsylvania to make their home.
Fulton School, sponsored at the
gym last Friday night.
From West State Line: Mrs.
Edna Grissom spent Saturday afThe General Election is to be ternoon with Mrs. Dinzel Phillips
held next Tuesday and all is quiet of Fulton, who is recovering
from
in Fulton. Both the mayor's and
bruises and cuts received in a car
council races are without opposi- :accident two weeks ago.

of states in the Appalachian area;
in expansion of the anti-poverty
Some portions of the speech made
program, and in the program of deby Vice President Hubert H. Humvelopment aid to depressed areas.
phrey in LouisvWe just prior to
Besides Federal aid for elementhe election transcended politics
tary and secondary schools, with
and now that the election is over
emphasis on poor children, there is
are, in my opinion, well-worth rea program of aid to higher educa•
calling and repeating.
tion through construction grants
I especiauy remember the ad- and fellowships.
monition given by Mr. Humphrey
Kentucky will also cooperate in
during his discussion of programs the health program
which includes
enacted by the just-adjourned Dem- grants to states
for mass immunocratic-controlled Congress, which ization against
he called the "Magnificent 89th" in the program common ailments;
to provide aid for
and credited with realizing 10 years handicappe
d children, and in the
of hopes in nine and one half comprehens
ive program spread
months.
over four years to provide regional
Summarizing some of the ac- medical centers
to carry on the
complishments of this Congress, war against
heart disease, cancer
the Vice President spoke of medi- and
stroke.
care, Federal aid to education, deIn
a speech which he had prevelopment aid to depressed areas,
the Appalachian program, and con- pared for delivery at the Louisville
tinuation of the anti-poverty pro- meeting, Mr. Humphrey said Is believed his &Wiens* swill Wm
gram.
He referred to other programs, that we should be reamabared not
such as beautification of our cities for crimes or even astonishing inand our highways, the war against ventions but as the first generation
wa.er pollution, and then suddenly to dare to make the benefits of
he warned members and guests of civilization available to the whole
the Democratic Woman's Club of human race .
And here, in a part of his speech
Kentucky not to look upon these
programs as partisan politicians, bigger than partisan politica, is
what he said the Greet Society is
but as Americans.
"We are Americans first," the all about:
"The recognition that a second
Vice President declared, "and
Democrats second—and don't you car and power mowers and motor
boats are not enough.. ,the recogever forget it."
nition
that we can right old wrongs
Various enactments of the recent
Congress, Mr. Humphrey said, will and create in America full sad
provide foundations on which to equal educational and employinent
. the recognition
build what President Johnson calls opportunity and
"The Great Society." He added that we Americans, with our wealth
that the programs of the Great and power, can lead all mankind
Society will be only as effective as towards days of peace and promis the cooperation between local ise."
government and the Federal Government in implementing these
JAPAN 4TH N 4-WHEELERS
programs.
I am thankful and I am certain
TOKYO — Japan ranks as the
that Kentucky is thankful for the fourth-largest producer of fourprogressive legislation of the 89th wheel motor vehicles — after
the
Congress. eW will coperate fully in United States, West Germany
and
the program to boost the economy Great Britain.
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Need a New Car orTruck?
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Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
BARE FOOT BOY

ings came off on May 1 or on the
day sheep were sheared, our feet,
At the end of summer, 1965, a swathed so
news item anounced, as only news ings, were long in our heavy stockitems can, that going barefooted is wore some very tender. Usually we
shabby stockings for a
very rapidly becoming a passing while to
get
institution. Now, isn't that some- rough ways our feet used to the
of going barefooted. By
thing? Why, some snooty schools degrees
our feet toughened to the
won't allow a barefoot boy or girl season,
and we always swore that
to enter the "sacred halls of learn- they were so
tough that we could
ing," as political candidates used to stomp a
chestnut bur without hurtcall our rather tacky little one- ing ourselves.
Frankly, I never saw
room schoolhouses. As Will Parker, this done,
but it was a supposed
the engaging clown in Oklahoma, test, just
like lifting a cat by its
might ask: "Whut next?"
ears to see whether it (and PresiI'm a fellow who went barefooted dent Johnson's dog) had any
grit.
from my first learning to walk unAlong the way, from tender, whittil I got to be eighteen and, there- ish
feet to tough, gingerbread fore, old enough to begin teaching brown
feet there were lots of adschool. But, before July 1, 1907, the
ventures for feet, which had alday I first began teaching, bare- ready
come a long way from the
footedness and I were boom comadorable footsies of baby days.
panions. And often since that date
Walking in soft dust in the road,
I have wished that enough solid
wading mud wherever mud was to
citizens would start going barefoot- be
found,
ed so that I might follow suit. I am branch, wading in the cold spring
going in a-washing, drawa bit too old to start such a style ing
a
but game enough to be a follower. for starting line with the big toe
a game of marbles, drawing
What I most wonder about is how another line to double-dog dare
boys, especially, are going to grow some fellow to cross it,
stumping
up and be great men without hav- off toenails when the boy
ing had all the exquisite experi- too much to the toughness trusted
ences of going barefooted. In early feet—and on and on I could of his
go, for
spring, when home-knit yarn stock- I "was once a barefoot boy,"
as

BUY IT
with a PCA Loan!
Buy your new car or truck with a PCA loan—or if you already have a PCA line of credit, add the cost to your
present loan. Either way, you get these advantages:
Low Interest Rates...you pay interest only on money
actually used and repayment is scheduled when you selL
Friendly Service...PCA loans are arranged locally by
men who know agriculture...who are interested in you.
Repayment Schedule...spread the cost of equipment over
several years, with payments scheduled when you sell crops
or livestock.
Production Credit Associations specialize in credit for all
farm and ranch expenses. Stop in, get all the details.

PCA LOANS
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 23d-2386

WARREN BARD
Reid Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone ‘33-3161
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Kentucky's
modern industrial
community — producing such
uniquely 20th Century products as
synthetic rubber, automobiles and
plastics—hardly seems the location
for a renaissance of 12th Century
craftsmanship.
But it's happening. In a Louisville firm giving the ancient art of
stained glass-making an approach
as modern as tomorrow, with products ranging from cabaret light
covers to milady's jewelry to complete church windows.
The Louisville Art Glass Company, 1110 Baxter Avenue, is one
of some 25 glassmakers in the nation designing and producing stained glass windows. The company
was founded before the turn of the
century by Edwin Penna, who
brought the skills of generations of
his family from Lands End, England. The modern business, carried
on by his son and grandson, Edwin Penna, Jr. and Edwin Penns,
III, specializes in stained glass designed for church use as well as installation in offices, homes and
commercial buildings.
CITY IS 16 MILIS LONG
FLORENCE, Italy — The metropolitan area Florence dominates is a 16-mile-long complex
that follows the valley of the Arno
River to Pistilli.

Nov. 4-5 Thru-Fri.
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
John Wayne - Rita Hayworth

CIRCUS WORLD
and at 9:30
Burt Lancaster
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Saturday, Nov. 4
Three Features
Starts at 7:00
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Sun. Mon. Nov. 7-8
Double Feature
Starta at 7:00
Noreen Corcoran-Martin West

GIRLS ON THE BEACH
and at 9:30
The Dave Clark Five

HAVING A WELD
WEEKEND

Faceted glass mosaics, introduced to the Midwest area by the Louisville firm, is an innovation of the
ancient art. To achieve the new
look in old glass, inch-thick slabs of
colored glass are cut and chiseled
into random pieces; the total assemblage following a pre-set pattern, accomplished through the
bond of space-age epoxy resins.
The older art—also practiced by
Penna family—is accomplished
through the use of lead or zinc
strips used to bind the separate jigsaw puzzle bits of patterned colored glass. Details—such as faces,
hand and garments for the church
windows—are applied with ceramic
paints and stains, and then glazed
at 1,200 degrees F.
The craft of making art glass is
nearly as old as Christendom. The
first historical mention of stained
glass windows is found in references to 4th and 5th Century churches. These weer apparently panes
of colored glass, dyed by adding
various metallic oxides during the
then-primitive glass manufacturing
progress. Some seven centuries

Comm.uity Library Built With
Federal Funds Is Dedicated

later, pictorial representations of
religious figures were obtained with
baked onenamel paints—etched to
catch the delicate hues and shadings that are the hallmark of the
famed European cathedral glass.
Ancient or modern—for churches
or for a decorator's whimsy—stained glass today is a part of Kentucky's industrial output.
Among Pena Company recent
installations are an objet d'art
window for a church on the island
of Guam, church windows and
residence decor in 14 eastern and
midwestern states, a rendition of
the University of Kentucky seal in
Somerset, Ky., and the traditional
seven-branch candlestick with the
Star of David for a Louisville synagogue.
New company lines include hurricane lamps, ornamental light
covers, pendants and souvenir-type
items from scrap glass-the last
items selling like hot-cakes to the
many people who wander into the
Louisville workshop to see how the
ancient art of stained-glass making
Is practiced.

Kentucky's first community library built with Federal matching
funds under the Library Services
and Construction Act was dedicated Sunday, October 17 at Hartford (Ohio County), Miss Margaret
Willis, State Librarian, has anannounced.
The new Colonial style structure
was the first constructed with the
new matching funds, Miss Willis
said.
It is located on Hartford's Main
Street on the site of the old library.
The library will also serve as
headquarters of the Green River
Library Region, comprising Ohio,
Edmonson, Butler, McLean, and
Hancock counties. Tom Sutherland,
an Ohio County native who this
summer completed requirements
for a master's degree in library
science at the University of Kentucky, has been named regional
library director by the Department
of Libraries, Miss Willis said.
Mrs. Edwin L. casemer of Beaver Dam, chairman of the Ohio
County Library Board, said Miss
Willis will give the dedicatory address at the library at 3 p. m.
Open house will be from 2 to 5
p. m.
The Department of Libraries
awarded 11 library construction
grants totaling $603,000 during
1964-65 fiscal year. Most of the
construction is underway now,
Miss Willis said. Included are new
buildings at Eminence, West Liberty, Carlisle, Uniontown, Greensburg, Springfield, Flemingsburg
and Tompkinsville; renovation of
the Lexington Public Library and
the Letcher County Library at

First Edition Of Kentucky History
Since 1924 To Be Released Soon

The first edition of Collins' His- hard to find and demand prices of
Nelson and Neal, the two-piano the period of their career when the
tory of Kentucky to be published $125 a volume or more, Chinn said.
team who this year joined the Uni- Neals took their three children
since 11134 wil lbe released soon by
The history is the work of Lewis versity of Tennessee Martin Branch along
the Kentucky Historical Society.
Collins, a Mason County judge and staff, will play their first on-camp- their with them on their tours in
3.5-foot, custom-built bus
Col. George M. Chinn, director of long-time editor of the old Mays- us recital Friday, November 12 at which also houses their two ninethe Society, said that the two-vol- ville Eagle, and his son, Richard 8:00 PM in the Music Building foot pianos. Neal's autobiographical
ume work, regarded as the most H. Collins, an attorney and news- Auditorium. The husband-wife duo- Wave As You Pass made the best
authoritative account of Kentucky's paperman. The elder Collins wrote pianists are veterans at concertiz- seller list, giving evidence of his
past, will be reproduced from an the first volume and published it ing, having performed well over talents as a writer as well as musiearlier edition. The page size will In 1847. His son enlarged and 1000 concerts around the world cal performer. An article in a rebe enlarged about one-fourth, to brought the history up to date and Their popularity with audiences is cent issue of Newsweek states that
8 1-2 - by - 10 inches, making the the two-volume work was first re- confirmed by the fact that on their the two musical artists are discourleased in 1874.
type more readable, he said.
anual 40,000 mile tours more than aging this type of promotion now,
The complete edition covers Ken- hall of their performances are re- however, on the grounds that it
"Small print has set the study of
tends to result in the emphasis on
history back more than anything tucky's history from explorations turn engagements.
during the late 1600's through Deelse," Chinn commented.
Often billed as the Australian- pern:Lanty overshadowing the musThe Murray State College AgriAmerican two-piano team, Mr. and ical achievement, which is the real culture Club's annual
He said the two volumes, total- cember 1873.
Homecom
core
of their career.
The last re-printing of the com- Mrs. Nea"s musical performances
ling over 1,200 pages, will be priced
ing luncheon will be held at 11:30
plete
work
was
done
by
John
example
striking
P.
are a
at near cost, about $25 a set. Exact
of what can
In their new association with a. m. in the south dining room
of
price of the two volumes and other Morton and Company, Louisville, he accomplished when two opposite U. T. M. B. as laculty-artist mem- the Student Union Building.
ends of the world unite in harmony. bers, Nelson and Neal will continue
details will be released to the pub- in MM.
Dr. Bobby Wells, a member of
Mrs. Neal's musical performances their annual concert tours. Their the agriculture departm
lic in ample time to place orders
ent at
wide recognition in the musical services to the public, through the MSC, will be the speaker.
with the Society, Chinn said.
The most
world
performa
through
nce
a
the
Universi
of
ty,
will include teachers outstanding agriculture alumnus
The books will be boxed as a set
Mendelssolin D. Minor Concerto on workshops on campus and through- will be recognized and
and have durable cloth bindings.
presented an
a B. B. C. broadcast while she was out other parts of the state, num- award.
All illustrations, including a multistill
a
prodigy
ehjd
her
native
erous
in
lectures
and demonstration
color map, will be reproduced, The
Reservations should be made to
News takes pleasure in Australia. Eugene Ormandy, the lessons as well ,ae
rennet audi- Wayne Williams at Murray State
Chinn said.
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the conductor of the Phliiidelphia Sym- tions
and
ions with College by Nov. 3.
Older sets of Collins' History are following friends:
phony Orchestra later sponsored U T. M. B. music students, and a
November 5: John E. Bard, her journey to the United States special festival during which talSteve Babb, Mrs. Robert Snyder; and her enrollment in the Curtis ented high school students may be BRITAIN MUST IMPORT
MOST OP ITS OIL
November 6: Myra B. Bondurant, Institute of Music, where she be- auditioned and advised.
Lloyd Kelly, Shari Ann Owens; came a student of Rudolph Seridn.
Their recital program on NovemLONDON— Great Britain used
November 7: David Speight, Vyron Mr. Neal, a native of Paris, Tennes- ber
12 will include works by Men- about 55 million tons of oil last
Mitchell, Jr.; November 8: Bever- see, attended Birmingham-Southern delashon
, Shostakovitch, Brahma, year almost all of it imported. The
ly Mule, Sherrill Olive;
College and the University of Mich- Ravel, and
November 9: Mrs. Doyle Frields, igan. He enrolled at the Curtis In- public free ofLiszt. It is open to the total was 9 per cent more than in
charge, and there will 1963, and that growth rate (largely
Marilyn McKendree; November stitute as a scholarship student of be a receptio
n directly following the due to switches from domestic coal
10: Ginger Fields, Phillip Put- Isabelle Vengerova, and it was at concert
as a fuel) is likely to continue.
nam; Noveanber 11: Kim Cruce, Curtis that the friendship was
Becky Ferguson, W. D. Holloway. formed which grew into marriage
and the formation of the Nelsen
and Neal two-piano team.
Numerous newspaper and magazine articles, as well as television
programs, featured "America's
Musical Family on Wheels" during

Murray Ag Club To
Lunch At Homecoming

Dr.Farabee
New Director
Mental Health
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has appointed Dr. Dale Henry Farabee, chief of the psychiatric section
of the University of Kentucky
health service, as Commissioner of
the Kentuckr'Department of Mental Health,- effective November 1.
The new Gommissioner of Mental
Health completed his psychiatric
residency on a stipend from the department in 1962 and accomplished
part of his psychiatric training at a
State-operated mental hospital,
Central State near Louisville.
Dr. Farabee, 39, has been with
the U. K. health service since January. For three years prior to that,
he was director of the Eastern Region of the Mental Health Department's division of community services and chief consulting psychiatrist for the division with the
Lexington Area Mental Health
Clinic. He has also served as a
clinical instructor with the University's Department of Psychiatri-

If you want to know how a railroad
acts in a crisis, consider Hurricane
Betsy. Betsy hit New Orleans like a
woman scorned. Moving north she
lifted 11 miles of Illinois Central main
line 35 to 40 feet off its bed. At one
point she pushed the tracks 125 feet
into a swamp.Seven bridges went out.
But the Illinois Central knows how
to handle nature's temper tantrums.
Stricken New Orleans needed transportation, and by 10 a. m. the next

Whitesburg; and additions to two
Union Comity libraries at Morganfield and Sturgis.
Thirty-four counties have filed
requests for matching funds to
build new library quarters, Miss
Willis said, and new structures are
the most .critical need of Kentucky's public library programs.
"Outside of Louisville and three
or four other communities, there
has been no public library construction in Kentucky for 50 years,"
Miss Willis declared.
She said the $176 million bond
issue to be voted on next month
includes $645,000 in State matching
funds for such projects.
"Counties which could never afford to provide the necessary 36
per cent to qualify for Federal
funds under the Library Services
and Construction Act will be given
considerable help with funds from
the bond issue," she said. "If the
bond issue passes, $645,000 will be
available to reduce the local community's or county's matching
share and to construct more new
buildings."
Miss Willis added that the bond
issue funds will be used only for
capital construction or outlay, not
for recurring costs such as salaries,
demonstration programs, books or
other material.

day freight trains were coming in
over another Illinois Central line.
In two weeks main line service
was restored by hard-driving railroad
men called in from half a dozen states.
So the trains ran again, and the
Illinois Central maintained the stubborn tradition that keeps rails the
most dependable carrier of the
nation's goods and people.

Two artists, Olen Bryant and Jim
Coggin, will be exhibiting works in
the Annual Art Alumni Invitational
Exhibition at Murray State College Nov. 6-20.
The two-man show will open with
a coffee in the foyer of the Library
on Homecoming morning, Nov. 6.
The Annual Art Alumni Invitational Exhibition was initiated in
1996 under the joint sponsorship of
the Murray State College art division and library staff.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE—De Kalb hybrid pullets. Ready to lay. $1.75 each.
Ralph Edrington, Arlington, Ky.
Phone 6554941.

Cayce Man,Son
Injured Monday
In Auto Mishap

Ruffle Kent White

A Cayce man, his four-year-old
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our son and a Fulton County youth
prices. We service all makes TV. were painfully, but not seriously,
injured in a two-car accident near
Phone 307. Roper Television.
here Monday.
BEFORE YOU BUY a shallow
Ronald Sneed, 18, Route 1, Fulwell pump, see Fultois Hardware & ton, suffered
a back injury
Furniture Company, where prices in Jones Hospital, where and is
his constart at $72.50.
dition is reported satisfactory.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maThurmond Glenn Goodwin and
chine and electric floor polisher son, Allen, age 4, of Cayce, were
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex- taken to the Fulton Hospital. Allen
change Furniture Co.
has been dismissed; however Mr.
Goodwin, who sustained a fractured
vertebra, remains in the hospital
MEN WANTED
and his condition is reported as
The Electronic Industry urgently satisfactory.
needs men to fill good paying posiThe two automobiles did not coltions. Jobs are open in Communications, Broadcast Engineering, Field lide, according to Sheriff Joe
Tech., Industrial Tech., computers, Campbell. The accident occurred
automation, TV Tech. and many on a curve, as both cars tried to
more areas. BUT these jobs are avoid a collision, and both went off
open only to the men trained to fill the highway.
them.
LET, a research and training organization, can train you to qualify
for one of these good paying jobs.
This training will not interfere
with your present job. You learn,
part-time, evenings, in our modern
laboratories, on equipment and instruments used in the industry. IET
is guided by the program designed
by the Educational Committee of
Lubin Grissom of Fulton receivthe Electronic Industries Associaed painful but apparently not sertion.
ious injuries Tuesday when a bale
Take a long hard look at your
of hay fell from a passing truck
present job. Does it pay enough to
give you the kind of living you through his windshield.
want? Will it still be there five or
Grissom suffered a concussion,
ten years from now? Will you? cuts and bruises. He is being treatLowell Thomas, the newscaster, ed In Fulton Hospital, where his
says "You can't get tomorrow's condition was described as satisjobs with todays skills." Don't be factory.
left behind in this changing world,
State Trooper said Grissom, an
prepare now. If you qualify, training can be financed. For full de- employe of Paul Nailling Implement Co., was returning to Fulton
tails, mail coupon today to:
IET, 205 So. 5th St., Paducah, Ky. about 2 p. m. in a truck after making a service call.
Name
Age
Two miles east of the city on E.
State Line, he met a truck owned
Address
by Melvin Yates and driven by
City
State
Clifton McFadden. The hale of hay
fell from the truck as the vehicles
Present work
passed.
FOR SALE: Highly pedigreed
bird dog puppies, 6 months old.
Registration papers furnished. Call
Molly Icing at King Motor ComPsur, dial 479-2271, Fulten.

Lubin Grissom
Painfully Hurl
In Accident

HOSPITAL NEWS

VETERANS — 90 day Military
The following were patients in
Service at anytime entitles you to Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
PHA loan with only $200. down on November 3:
a new home. We can help with
plans and build to your specificaJONES HOSPITAL
tions. CANNON AGENCY, Fulton
Ronnie Sneed, Mrs. Carl Bell. W.
R. Beckett, Arthur Devore, Mrs.
Joe Gates, Porter Childress, Mrs.
WE RENT - Fannie O'Nan, Mrs, J. A. Purcell,
Toy Taylor, Mrs. Warren Bard,
Mrs. P. J. Ray, Jr., Fulton; M. E.
Hospital beds
Vincent, Dukedom; L. D. Allen,
Baby beds
Union City; Wayne Laws, Route 4,
Dresden.
Vacuum Cleaners

Floor polishers
WADE MIN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-3503

SALES TO FRANCE HIGHEST
PARIS — The value of the principal U. S. agricultural products
imported by France last year
reached a record high of $222 million.

Mrs. Sadie Johns, Phil Stephens,
Mrs. Irene Grogan, Cecil Taylor,
Lula Mai Thorpe, Mrs. George
Cox, Bessie Hutchinson, Fulton;
Mettle Mai Johnson, Mrs. Mark
Pruett, Mrs. Morris Gardner, Carl
Wolfe, Jr., South Fulton: Mrs. BA. Roach, Union City; Mrs. Letha
Crenshaw, Joe Parchman, Clinton;
Mrs. Kathleen Golden, Water Valley; Mrs- William Traywick, Bruceton; Mrs. Bobby Wall and baby,
Murray; 011ie Vincent, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mavis Workman, Mrs. Kenneth Taylor, Dukedom; Earl Ray,
Pilot Oak.

DEATHS
Ruff* Kent White, three monhts
old, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
White of Burkley, Ky., died suddenly in the Clinton-Hickman County
Hospital last Wednesday evening.
He was born July 17.
Funeral services were held Friday afternoon in Hornbeak Funeral
chapel, with Rev. Calvin Hudson officiating. interment was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving are his parents; a brother, Richard Glenn; his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Knighton and Mr, and Mrs. James
Randall, all of Denver, Colo; his
great grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Thompson of Colorado
Springs, Colo., Mrs. L. L. White
of Fulton, and Mrs. Alice Marrow
of Denver.

W.J.Shepherd

Lading Peace Goal
Of Christian Scientist
Deep in everyone's heart there is
a desire for spiritual enlightenment, Gordon
F. Campbell,
C. S. B., told an audience here
Tuesday evening, October 36, 1965.
Despite the prevalent fascination
with material things, the world is
hungering for the lasting peace and
satisfaction that is gained through
spiritual growth and progress, Mr.
Campbell stated.
A Christian Science teacher and
practitioner from Santa Menke,
California, he is on nationwide tour
as a member of The Chrietten
Science Board of Lectureship.
He spoke under the auspice' of
First Church of Christ, Scientist
Church edifice, 211 Carr Street on
the subject "Christian Science:
Religion for a Scientific Age." He
was introduced by Mrs. June
Bradley, Second Reader.

New UK Librarias
Urges Book Usage

William J. Shepherd, 68, retired
Illinois Central Railroad conductor,
died at 10:30 a. m. Sunday.
The new director of libraries for
Stricken unexpectedly at his the University of Kentucky, Dr.
home on Fulton Rt. 1, Mr. Shep- Stuart Forth, believes that "all
herd was dead on arrival at Jones Kentucky citizens have a right to
Hospital.
-good libraries," and he calls for
Mr. Shepherd is survived by his strengthening of the libraries in
wife, Mrs. Elisabeth Francis Shep- UK's nine community colleges as a
herd; a son, John Shepherd; two starter toward that goal.
daughters, Mrs. Phillip Brown of The Michigan native stated that
Fulton and Miss Peggy Downey of one of his goals would be the buildPaducah; two sisters, Mrs. L. A. ing of an undergraduate library
Clifton of Fulton and Mrs. H. J. program, one "that best serves all
Jakobe of Bonne Terre, Mo., and levels of teaching and research."
two grandchildren.
Dr. Forth praised UK's library sysMr. Shepherd worked for the tem as a pioneer in the acquisition
railroad 48 years, including eight and utilization of micro-forms of
years as assistant trainmaster at automation.
Madisonville. He moved to Fulton
in 1951 as conductor.
WASHINGTON —7- The U. S. DeHe was a member of Trinity partment of Agriculture says 820
Episcopal Church and of Royal to 850 million pairs of shoes are
Arch Masonic Shrine at Madison- sold each year in the United States
ville and Blue Lodge at Memphis. and 600 million are leather.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Tuesday at Trinity Episcopal Church, the Rev. John Pyatt and
the Rev. Dense Dukes officiating.
Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery, with Masonic rites at the
grave.

Hermon Ildson
Funeral services for Herman
Hutson, were held last Saturday at
Hopkins and Brown-Funeral Home,
with Rev. Boyd Burgess officiating.
Burial was in the Clinton cemetery.
Mr. Hutson, 29, of Wingo, Route
1, died Wednesday night in the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis, following heart surgery the previous
week. He was employed by the
Garen, Inc., at Clinton as cutting
room supervisor.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Rita
Hicks Hutson; two sons, Jeffrey
Prid Clifford; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hutson, and one brother, Roy W. Hutson, of Wingo,
Route 1.

Heart Clinic
For Adults In
Graves County

Fulion County Heart Fund Adds
$1502 To Record Stale Campaign
Fulton County residents contributed a total of $1,502.10 to the 1915
Heart Fund drive, according to
Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson, Mrs.
James R. Green, Mrs. L. M. McBride and John Daniels, Fulton,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Lester,
Hickman, local community chairmen.

On Friday, November 12, the
Graves County Health Department,
Mayfield, will be the site of a
heart clinic for adults, being sponsored jointly by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the University
of Louisville Medical School, the
State Department of Health and a
Final audited results of the statenumber of County Health Depart- wide campaign, just released by
ments.
the Kentucky Heart Association,
Patients will be examined on that show a total of $408,789 in receipts
date by a medical team-headed by for the fiscal year ending last June
Dr. Leonard Leight, Associate Pro- 30.
fessor of Medicine at U. of L. and
State campaign chairman J. 0.
Director of the Cardiovascular Lab- Matlick, Frankfort,
Kentucky Com
oratory at Louisville General Hos- n:issioner of Natural
Resources,
pital.
wonted out that this figure repreThis clinic and succeeding ones sents an increase of more than
will provide a diagnostic service $25,000 over the 1964 total of $393,for each patient, along with recom- 3.50, and seta a new high in conmendations for treatment and fu- tlibutions by Kentuckians.
ture management of the case. It
As in past years, Matlic.k said,
will also provide an opportunity
for the physician referring each Kentucky has kept intact the recase to consult with the clinician cord It shares with only four or
regarding his patient. No patient fiN c other states of always exceedwill be admitted to the clinic with- ing the annual "fair share" goal
out a written referral from a phy- assigned to it by the American
sician. Counties within the clinic Heart Association. This quota is
are'a are Ballard, Calloway, Car- based on population, buying power,
lisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, and per capita wealth.
Livingston, Marshall and McCrackAlthough 25 per cent of Kenen.
tucky's gross receipts go to the
AMA, Math& said, the national
agency this year has returned to
DOCTORS INVITEDI
the state all but three or four per
Physicians in the nine counties cent of its share. This is in the
of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Ful- form of grants to research investiton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, gators at both the University of
Marshall and McCracken have been Louisville and the University of
invited to take part in the one-day Kentucky Medical schocis.
consultative and diagnostic heart
Both medical schools also receive
clinic for medically indigent chil- sizeable financial grants for redren to be held in the First Presby- search from Heart Fund receipts
terian Church, 9th and Broadway, remaining in the state. Ilse KenMayfield, on Friday, November 19, tucky Heart Association and the
1965,
Heart Association of Louisville and

City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1130
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Mrs. Mertis Young, 57, of Route
1, Fulton, was pronounced dead
Tuesday morning on arrival at
Hillview Hospital, apparently from
a heart attack. She was the wife of
A. Carl Young.
Funeral services will be held
today, Thursday, at I p. m. in the
Good Springs Church with Rev. 0.
A. Gardner officiating. Burial, in
charge of Jackson's Funeral Home,
win be in Good Springs Cemetery.
In addition to her husband, surviving are four eons, Jimmy
Young of Route 1, Fulton, James
Young of South Fulton, Jerry
Young of Maxwell Air Force Base
and Joe Young of Akron, Ohio; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Clem Hacksthorn of Akron; one half-brother,
one half-sister, and seven grandchildren.

Funeral services were held last
Thursday afternoon in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home in Clinton
for Mrs. Nannie Clark, 91, who
died in the McAlister Nursing
Home on Wednesday, October 27.
Burial was in Zion Cemetery.
Surviving are a brother, Joe Henley of Columbus, Ky., and several
nieces and nephews.

hleat—cheese—egg—alnioSt a_ny
kind of sandwich tastes new and
wonderful whin you use Kraft Sand-
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Mrs. Media Young

Mrs. Nannie Clark

How to liven up
a lunch box

The
grass •
that.

John B. Lusford

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

Additional local funds are used to
foster a broad educational campaign for the benefit of the medical
loofession and the general public,
and to finance an expanding network of permanent and visiting
heart clinics for medically indigent
children and adults, including the
twice-weekly clinic held at Children's Hospital, Louisville.

Within These Circles Live The Nicest People
In The World...

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Blanche Kaler, Mrs. Vodie
Hardin, M. Does Brown, Ruel
Fulcher, Loretta Patton and baby,
Mrs. Eva Pittman, Mrs. Ben Holland, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Bertes
Funeral services for John Roper
Pigue, Lubin Grissom, Mrs. A. B.
Roberts, Fulton; Mrs. William Lunsford, 83, will be held this
Webb, Mrs. John Bland, Mrs. Mar- (Thursday) afternoon at two o'clock
vin Sanders, Mrs. M. E. Dawes, in Whitnel Funeral chapel with
South Fulton; James Hicks, Mrs. Rev. Bill Boyd officiating, assisted
Jerry Conn, Mrs. Clyde Batts, by Rev. W. T. Barnes. Burial will
Walter Tuck, John Thompson, be in Rush Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Lunsford died in the Fulton
Route 1, Fulton; Reed Holmes,
Route 1, Fulton; Eddie Williamson, Hospital at 10:55 p. m. Tuesday
Mrs. John Smith, Route 4, Fulton; night. He was the son of the late
Mrs. Richard Castleman, Route 5, Mett and Kate Roper Lunsford,
Fulton; J. B. Byrn, Rev. Otis and was a retired farmer. He was
Schultz, Water Valley; Mrs. A. G. a member of the Moscow Baptist
Stewart, Route 2, Water Valley; Church.
Surviving are his widow, the forGlenn Goodwin, Mrs. A. G. Campbell, Cayce; Mrs. Doyle Sadler, mer Miss Ina McClellan; one dauDresden; Mrs. Carrie Puckett, Mrs. ghter, Mrs. Robert Goodwin; one
Billie Hopkins, Clinton; Will Bus- sister, Mrs. Emma McClellan; one
grandson, Bobby Joe Goodwin, one
hart, Gilbertsville.
great granddaughter, Trudy Goodwin, and several nieces and
nephews.
•Expertly Proposed•Washed
Clete • Lalsonnory Tested •
Free Bunting • Easy to Pim
• Perfectly ;bed foe furoace.
wove,stoker

Jefferson County established at U.
of L. in 1952, and continue to support, the first Chair of Heart Research sponsored in the nation by
a heart association. A similar chair
was established by ICHA in 1963 at
U. of K.

The Listeners Of WFUL-AM
And WFUL-FM.
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Wayne Fills'Em Mrs. Cross Is
When Clock Rings District Woman's
Club President

at U.
-to supeart Retion by
lar chair
•1963 M

Three local customers have been
"saved by the bell" at Wayne's
Gulf Station in South Fulton this
past week.
It's all part of the game Wayne
is playing with his customers, you
see. Wayne keeps an alarm clock
on top of each gas pump and it is
set to go off several times during
the day. If the alarm goes off while
a customer is filling his tank, he get
the purchase free.
Woody Brum:lige, who lives on
Circle Drive in South Fulton, got
"the bell" while he was filling up
last week, and it was worth 1914
gallons for a value of $7.20.
Thomas Connell, another winner,
received 9:1 gallons amounting to
$2.90, and Louis Knight at 306 McComb was another winner, although
the amount was not listed.
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Reunion Held
To Remember
Old Families
These talented youngsters played the happy tun* of excellence in the Tobaccoland Band
Spectacular held In Mayfield last Saturday. The Fulton Band members
pictured above
liven third piece in the Class "C" category. Band Director Mandel Brown is at the far
right.

Bluegrass Parkway Monument
To Vision And State's Progress
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(Ed's Note: It was our pleasure
to travel the Bluegrass Parkway
Sunday afternoon on our return to
Fulton from Lexington. Traveling
this newest of Kentucky's magnificent parkway system, a motorist
cannot help but marvel at the
great strides made towards progress in this State. The parkway
is panoramically beautiful. The
scenery is like a picture framed in
the rolling hills and bluegrass of
Kentucky. You must take advantage of this parkway as soon as
possible. You'll be proud you are
a Kentuckian. No wonder the Administration in Frankfort fought so
hard to pass the bond issue. They
know what has been done, and
what more can be done with additional revenue. Here's a story of
the parkway's dedication last
week.)

TWO County Students

I WAS THE \
FASTEST MAN
AROUND UNTIL

Enrolled At Western

held at Bardstown.
Two students from Fulton county
goo. wisor
•••••
are among the 7824 regularly en"This great Bluegrass Parkway
rolled students at Western Kenwas built through the only method
tucky State College for the 1965-66
of financing possible. If you bad
fall semester. They are: Joyce
relied on the regular state and fedMarie Everett and Donald Lee
•••••
eral aid for financing the upgradRice.
ing of U. S. 62 between ElizabethThis marks the largest enrollment
town and Versailles, you might
in the history of Western, Last
have, perhaps, been able to attend
a dedication of a modern highway
year 6803 enrolled for the fall se
50 years from now, if you lived
mester, making an increase of 1021
that long," Breathitt stated at Verstudents this year.
sailles.
The total oz 7,tri4 students enrolled in college classes for the
The formal ceremony at Versail1965-66 fall semester does not inles included opening a gate to let
clude students enrolled in the Westthe Governor and motorcade move
ern Training School, in the Western
on to Bardstown. Three State govArea Vocational School, or in exernment beauty contestants held
tension classes conducted away
open the gate for the convoy.
from the campus.
At a luncheon at the Bardstown
Country Club, Breathitt recalled
that just 18 months before he had
led ,groundbreaking ceremonies at
Mercury is a frustrated mesBardstown.
The 72-mile-long Kentucky Blue"This Parkway pulls this state
senger. He's been replaced by
grass Parkway was called the "tie East and West together
as one,
Mr. ZIP, symbol of the ZIP
that binds Kentucky together" by ties this state's ends
together as
Governor Edward T. Breathitt at they have never been tied before,"
Code program to improve servdedication ceremonies October 27 Breathitt said. "This shows
that a
ice. When you vs: ZIP Code
of the first major road project state, like an individual,
doesn't
started and completed under his stand still. It takes hard work
in your address, It assures
and
administration.
conviction to move ahead,"
speeder,
faster delivery,
From 9:30 in the morning at Verard, at the Bardstown dedicasailles to 4 p. m. at Elizabethtown, tion site on the Parkway, made
the Governor, Highway Commis- these comments:
sioner Henry Ward and other State
"We saved over $6 million in
41
,
officials in a motorcade three miles building this road. Out of this savin length at times, in effect dedi- ings, we improved U. S. 60 from
cated every foot of the four-lane Versailles to Lexington and are
east-west link. In between, lunch now working on U. S. 127 in the
and dedication ceremonies were Lawrenceburg area.
A series of classes on weight
From 1956 until today the road
fund has increased $41 million and control started November 3 at
our best information is that by the Fulton center of the County
1985 it will be $76 million more Health Department. Each class session will begin at 1 p. m. and last
than it is today."
At Bardstown the motorcade, led one hour, plus a 30-minute activity
Special guests at the Business
by the Governor's car, ran through period for those who would like
a paper barricade and drove on to to exercise. Classes will be untEr and Professional Women's Club
the direction of Mrs. Jane Watts, Tuesday night were friends who
Elizabethtown.
Breathitt told the crowd there nutritionest with the Health De- assisted the club during the Banana
that they were situated on the partment, and there will be no Festival. Miss Patricia Colwell, one
of two girls awarded scholarships
southern end of the Kentucky Turn- charge.
pike and knew the worth of toll
Working in a group makes losing by the club, was also a guest.
roads. He predicted the Bluegrass weight easier to do and more fun.
The meeting was held in the dinParkway would prove as valuable. If you want to be a member of this
ing
room of the First Methodist
The motorcade went through open- class, go to the Health Center.
Church. Eleanor Bizzle, Stella
ed gates here also.
Jones and Fay McnTatt served as
The new Parkway extends from
CUBS MEET
hostesses
at the pot-luck dinner,
Elizabethtown to Versailles through
Cub ScOut Den 14, Pack
knobs, tobacco country and horse October 21. The meeting 40, met after which Nell Lowe, presented a
opened motion picture on "Freedom",
farms. It was built at a cost of $70 with the Pledge
of Allegiance. Re- which showed an average Amerimihion and was completed in the freshments were
served by Jim- can family at home in the United
record time of 18 months.
Count on Kraft Dinner for
mie Bodker, after which the Pack States and the same family under
The
state's toll system is extend- reviewed first aid and practiced
tender macaroni that's full
Communist rule.
ed to 300 miles with this connecting mouth to mouth resuscita
of golden cheese goodness.
tion. The
link. The toll charge over the Blue- den mothers read
Have it on hand for speedy
Trove Lou Hedge delighted those
from Aesop's
school lunches and hurry-up
grass Parkway for an auto is $1.30, Fables, after which
the Pack dis- ;relent with a solo, "If I Can Help
suppers. It's good sating any
with toll plazas at Boston, Bloom- cussed common courtesie
Somebody." She was accompaninl
s.
time!
field and Lawrenceburg. The superThe meeting closed with the liv- at the piano by Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
highway was opened to all traffic ing circle.
COSTS 5(
A letter from the Banana Festiimmediately after the dedication
A SIEVING
Keeper of the Buckskin
ONLY
val Association was read, thanking
ceremonies.
Brad Boggess
the club for It. participation in the
Festival. The club voted to assist
•
again next year wherever needed.

MR.Z1P
CAME
ALONG!

.111.

ow,

doldb .111.

.1111•11

On Sunday, October 24, members
of the families of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Collins and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burnham, who
lived next door to each other in
Pilot Oak many years ago, gathered in Water Valley for a reunion.
This was the first time the two
families had been together for
many years.
The Collins family members attending were six sisters, Mrs. Kate
Burnham of Taft, Calif., Mrs. Bertha Yates of Pilot Oak, Mrs. Nell
Bowden of Fulton, Mrs. Cardie
Rhodes of Water Valley, Mrs. Mary
Wilson of Water Valley and Mrs.
Hazel Walls of Wingo, and one brother, Roy Collins of Water Valley.
Members of the Burnham family
were three sisters, Mrs. Etta Jackson of Water Valley, Mrs. Leitha
Wilson of Pilot Oak and Mrs.
Laura Simpson of Mayfield, and a
brother, Wallace Burnham of Dukedom.
More than one hundred, whit*
included children, grandchildren,
friends and neighbors, enjoyed the
basket lunch at 1 p. m., with fellowship in the afternoon.

Mrs. Malcolm Cross of Calvert
City was installed at First District
Governor, Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, at the fifty-seconc
annual District meeting held in
Murray, October 22.
Mrs. Cross, a former president of
the Calvert City Club, is a native
of Pittsburgh, Pa., a graduate of
Pennsylvania State University with
a degree in Home Economics Education. Her husband is employed at
the Pennsalt Chemical Corporatior
plant in Calvert, having come V
Calvert in 1957. The couple has ii
nine year old daughter, Sharon.
The Murray Woman's Club was
hostess at the District Meetii4
and twenty-four clubs were represented by a total of 1.66 women.
Mrs. Bill Peak, Governor of First
District, presided.
Special guests for the meeting
were Mrs. W. Ed Hamilton, KFW(
President; Mrs. Ruth McClure, 3rc
V. Pres, KFWC; Mrs. Stank)
Daugherty, a State Chairman; Mrs.
Juanita Shellner, Governor of 4t1.
District.
The highlight of the day was tht
afternoon program presented b)
Mrs. Hamilton on the theme, "Thk
Choices of Women". She challenged and inspired the women to continue to grow and serve their com
munities. Special emphasis wan
given to the state project--buildins
a Rehabilitation Center for De
linquent Girls. The goal is $105,000.
Awards were presented to the
winers in the various art and craft
categories.

Mrs. Hamilton installed officer
for the 1965-67 term with Mrs. Mal
colm Cross, Calvert City Governor;
Mrs. H. K. Stewart, Lone Oak—
Junior Representative; Mrs. Thomas Poore, Benton will continue as
Vice-Governor and Mrs. I. A. Gil
son as Recording Secretary.
Mrs. Cross appointed the following chairmen; Publicity, Mrs. Per
Norsworthy, Reidland; Mem
bership and Extension, Mrs. Joie
Nanny, Murray; Rehabilitetioc
Center, Mrs. Lee Dyer, Paducah;
and Corresponding Secretary, Mrs
Fred Powell, Calvert City.

Five thousand ell!! hundred and

Weight Control Class

KRAFT Dinner

copies of the FULTON SHOPPER are
being read in 5,867 homes in Fulton,South Fulton and throughout the Twin-Cities' trade area
this morning (Thursday). Approximately
23,460 people will be motivated to come to the
Twin Cities to do their buying this weekend
because the pages of the Fulton NEWS-SHOPPER are filled with all kinds of attractivelypriced merchandise, be it groceries,furniture,
drugs,shoes, ready-to-wear, appliances,lawn
mowers or real estate.

B&PW Club
Enjoys Film
On Freedom

is
thrifty
and
quick
and
full of cheese flavor

TRY ME

Get& BOURBON

Agnes Turner, of WFUL, was
welcomed as a new member.

We Need Industrial Park

(Grimm Labs!)

6 Years

Old
90 PROOF

$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Barttor Bottle of Bourbon!
DISTIUMS AND NOTTtED EY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.. BARDSTOWN. NELSON, COUNTY, KENTUCKY

q seven

We sell and install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN GLASS
replaced
VENETIAN BLINDS
repaired
SIMONS PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 479-2724 Fulton

The FULTON SHOPPER has been
established to help twin cities' merchants
widen their trade area.It goes into over three
thousand homes each week that do not subscribe to a Fulton paper.If you have something
to advertise,let the Fulton SHOPPER
prove its worth to you.
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Sediment Damage To Streams,Lakes
Growing Public Concerns,Reported
Sediment damage to streams,
lakes, water supply reservoirs, cost taxpayers as much as $1 a curead culverts, and other communi- bic yard in sediment removal operty facilities throughout Kentucky Is ations. The same cubic yard can be
i growing public concern, accord- held in place harmlessly for as liting to information released by tle as three or four cents, accordHomer A. Taff, head of the USDA ing to conservationists.
Soil Conservation Service Office at
Taff said that SCS has set up
Lexington, Kentucky.
technical means of aiding develop"Outmoded farming methods that ers seeking to control sediment.
allow soil to wash off of the land- Assistance is available through oficape create part of the problem. fices of Kentucky's 121 soil conserrbe trouble becomes acute where vation districts. It includes help in
Juilders and developers expose planing protective vegetation, soils
iarge areas of raw earth without and topography examinations,specAvoiding adequate safeguards," ial waterways and simple structhe SCS official said.
tures to prevent the mud and floodInvestigations show that soil al- ing often caused by construction.
lowed to wash or blow away can
Responding to public interest in
the increasing rate of land and
water damage, Taff anounced that
SCS has prepared a picture booklet. Entitled "Sediment is Your
Problem", the publication may be
obtained at all district offices in
Kentucky.

FHA Program
Making Loans
Under EO Act

The county office of the Farmers
-tome Administration in Clinton anaounced that loans made under the
)conomic opportunity section of the
7HA program is already showing
lood results. Several loans have
)een made in this office since the
ipportunity program was author/ed.
Some of these loans have been
nade to full-time farmers, some to
iart-time farmers, and others to
Ion-farm families. The different
nirposes have been for establishng hay and pasture crops, pur'hese of tractor and equipment,
nilk cows, seed, feed, and fertiizer. The non-farmers have used
heir money to purchase a truck,
iower saw, mechanic tools, contruction of a shop building, and to
illy washing machines and clothes
iryers.
Most of the families who received
hem economic opportunity loans
rave already started making remyments on them. The final proof
hat a family has been helped by a
oan is when their income is in_reased and they have repaid the
noney they borrowed.
There are many more families
n Carlisle, Fulton, and Hickman
!ounties who are eligible for these
,oans. Any family who is in the
ow income group and has a desire
:or a better standard of living for
.hemselves and their children
should go to the Farmers Home
Administration office and discuss
their problems with the county
supervisor, Mr. Hogue will be in
the office in Clinton each Monday
morning, at the Soil Conservation
office in Bardwell each second Friday from 1:00 to 3:00 p. m., and at
the County Agent's Office in Hickman the second and fourth Thursday from 1:00 to 3:00 p. m.

Co-op Sending
Two Delegates
To Richmond
Joe Holland of Fulton will represent Southern States Cooperative
members in this area as delegate
to the Cooperative's 42nd annual
stockholders meeting at Richmond,
Va., on November 11 and 12. Also
attending will be Carroll Barnard
of Fulton, manager of Southern
States Cooperative Service agency
in this section.
Two of the highlights of this
year's session will be the presentation of the anual report of operations by General Manager W. T.
Steele, Jr., on Thursday morning,
November 11, and an elaborate
"Harvest" Festival product show
to be held that evening.
Other features of this year's
meeting will include a talk entitled
”Cows, Kids and Co-ops," by Henry
Schriver, an Ohio farmer, philosopher and rhyrnster.
In addition, there will also be the
confirmation of three directors to
the cooperative's board.
Southern States President John
Stone of L000eyville, W. Va., will
preside at most of the sessions and
will deliver his annual message to
delegates.
An attendance of about 1700 delegates, guests and the cooperative's
own personnel froth a five-state
area is expected.
HISTORIC FACT
When cast-iron plows appeared
in the early 1000's, many farmers
refused to use them for fear of
"poisoning the soil."

You'll Say they're deLtcsonsi

• BARBECUED RIM
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.
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TAKING A SOIL SAMPLE

ance. Different fertilizers will give
somewhat different readings and
the results will need to be altered
according to time of application
and rate.
If you applied limestone to a
field last spring and took a sample
In this fall it should be reported,
because it becomes available slowly and chances are would not have
had time to sweeten the soil.
Applications of rock phosphate as
much as 8 to 10 years ago are having reaction in the test tube today.
It is very important that the man
doing the recommending have this
information so your test will be of
greatest value to you.

In recent weeks I have been out
holding soil testing demonstrations
th County Agents over Western
Kentucky wiCh the Illinois Central
Keep a light color on the press:
Mobile Soil Testing Laboratory..I
Let dry. Re-ink with color and run
have found many farmers and agrithe job.
culture students who do not understand how to take a sample. It is
very difficult for a county agent
DUCTS 24 HOUR
or vocational aviculture teacher to
contact every farm and give personal instruction as to the method
of handling a sample properly. I
would like to take a little time to— Radio Dispatched —
GOVERNOR WILLIAM SCRANTON of Pennsylvania
day on this most important subject.
shows Governor Edward T. Breathitt a 90-foot trench where
106 W. State Lino
First of all a soil sampie snould
strip mining is in progress near Mercer, Penn. Breathitt along
consist
borings
of
at
or
least
10
reptesentatives
of
with State Natural Resources officials and
cores, each coming from different
five other states visited Scranton to see first hand successful
sections of a field. If a field has
strip mine restoration in Pennsylvania.
Nights, Dial 472-11174
two or more levels or has been
treated differently, more than one
sample should be taken. Each
sample should come from 10 spots
in the field. The core should be at
least 6 to 7 inches deep, no more,
no less. Actually the top 6 inches
Farmers who are diverting land tarily reduce their cotton plantings is all we are fanning today and is
from crops for conservation rea and become eligib:e for income- where over 90 percent of the feeder
sons or production adjustment are maintaining payments if marketing roots of most crops are located.
being encouraged to establish en- quotas are approved.
Tools that are to be used in takduring cover on these so-called
Farmers who engaged in the pro- ing a sample are imporant. The
"surplus" acres. And, according to duction of the 1965 upland cotton three most common ones are soil
Transparent
Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion crop will be eligible to vote in the auger, soil tube, and a spade or
Plastic
County Agricultural Stabilization November 23 referendum. If at shovel. Most agriculture workers
and Conservation Committee, tree least two-thirds of those voting ap- agree that soil tubes will take the
planting is among the conservation prove the marketing quotas, the best sample for the farmer or agripractices most encouraged for quotas will continue iss effect. If culture student. Soil augers will
these purposes, especially on lands quotas zrc nit .toor.r.7-1 ttr
turn out soil unless properly presson which such conversion should be 1966 upland cotton crop, the allot, ed into the soil. All farms have a
bg •
115•••
as
permanent. Other kinds of forestry ment program will remain in ef- shovel and you can take just as /taint
SUM • hug ago•g•••• •
a p.
••a__ og.
practices on farm woodlands are fect and price support at 50 per- good sample with a shovel as any
ill Walnut
Mien* 472-104
also desirable for good land man- cent of parity will be available to other tool, however there are a few
agement and conservation. More- growers keeping their cotton acre- precautions that should be taken
Phan* 472-3751
E. State Line
over, the expected future demand age within the farm allotment.
first. If a shovel is used make sure
for forest products makes forest
It is thoroughly cleaned. Under norpractices "good business."
mal conditions the shovel is used
For 30 years, the Chairman refor a variety of jobs around the
Teel We Have The
minds farmers, the Agricultural
farm, and you would get a false reJoe Martin, County Asset
Conservation Program has been an
port if you had been cleaning a
Genuine
effective force in encouraging farmRoll in the barn then dig a soil
Union City, Tann-8misuns
STOP tot
ers to perform forestry practices.
sample. In taking this ahswel core,
Such practiees, Insi-ekeggill by
remove
a
slice
spade
a
of
dirt
then
NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE
ACP, have been carried Out on
1-2 to 3-4 inch thick slice 6 inches
SOIL SAMPLES
thousands of farms over nest of
deep, remove the sides from this so
the country; they may therefore
Farmers should begin to take that you have about a 2 inch wide
serve as a convenient and valuable soil samples of 11156 cropland now. core 6 inches long. Remove the top
Dan ilet
demonstration for other farmers We know farmers are busy harvest- vegetation and this is core number
gq y.
Storm Window Kits
who may be interested in applying ing crops, but a few hours devot- one. Avoid cores from old barn
such measures on their own land. ed to taking soil samples now could sites, where the grass is taller or
Tree-planting in all States under be very rewardieg. A number of where the ground is hare. Take
news 472-1774
202 Lake
ACP is estimated at a total of Ca cotton and corn farmers in Obion cores from as near normal areas
million acres; about 60 percent of County had soil fertility problems as possible. Then mix the ten borthe tree-planting done recently on this senses. Our observations are ings well and let them air dry.
farms and woodland holdings in that many of these fertility prob- Avoid artificial heat or places
Fulton
Lake Street
rti!,0 alai/1y
private non-industry ownership in- lems could have been avoided by where other soil or foreign material
WINDOW MATERIALS
volved ACP assistance. Stand- taking a soil sample and following might blow into the sample. It is
best not to smoke when working
improvement has totaled 3.3 million the results.
I HAVE THE GENUINE
acres, and about 90 percent of this
If you have problem areas in with a soil sample. If ashes con- 0
•.
TOP QUALITY
practice on farms and woodland your fields, be sure to sample them taminate the sample the teat will 1
WINDOW
holdings under similar ownership separately from other parts of the be false ,:nd your time is lost. The
involved ACP cost-sharing. Fire- field. Mark these areas because reagents that are used in testing
MATIER111115
breaks and firelanes total 140,000 they may require treatment some- soil are very sensitive and any
NOLO IN NIAT.SUP 011=0
UN=
adoXicar
Ilhos
.o.......
miles, and a variety of other prac- what different from the remainder small particle of fertiliser dust or
manure will give a false reading to
tices of limited or local-need types of the field.
4
4
- 411.*0 LuclIGLAs
the test.
have been performed.
The cost of having a soil test
Now
as
to
containers
11.11.24(0
for
samples.
ss-O-NET
Forestry practices have also been made is insignificant compared to
encouraged under other farm-ac- value received. Almost all Obion The same rule will go on it being
R-O-Gus
*21;
121111;r'
t
?*
tion programs. About 2.3 million County Fertilizer and Lime Dealers clean and free of dirt or other material.
In
bringing
samples
into
the
area of trees were planted under are co-operating in the Obion CounCREEN-G
the Conservation Reserve Program ty soil Fertility Program and will County Agent's office, use a sack
or
box.
Do
FLEX
-0-PANE
not
use
a
jar,
especialcf the Soil Bank from 1956-1963; pay for the cost of the Laboratory
ly
a
pickle
jar,
because
the
acid
in
8,600 acres of tree planting are analysis. The samples are processthe vinegar will make the sample
Fulton Hdw.. & Furn. CO.
scheduled for program assistance ed and mailed through our office
Lake St. Phone 472.4111
Phone 472-3223
under the Cropland Conversion to the University of Tennessee Agri- read highly acid. By the same tok- Main Street
Program; and substantial amounts cultural Extension Soil Testing Lab- en, do not use a milk carton unless
of ACP funds have been transferred oratory in Nashville.
to such agencies as State forestry
Some reasons why soil testing
agencies, the Forest Service, and should be started now:
Soil Conservaison Service for tech1. The Soil Testing Laboratory
nical assistance, constructing tree
production facilities, and producing is not rushed this season of year.
2. Problem areas in fields are easy
and distributing seedlings.
to find now. 3. The soil is in bean.
Farmers who wish further infor- condition
(not too wet) than it is in
mation about forestry practices ap- the
winter time. 4. You will receive
proved for ACP assistance are
your results in time to permit limurged to discuss the matter with ing (if
needed) and wise purchase
their ASC County Committee. In of fertilizer.
5. You will have more
Obion County, ACP cost-sharing time
to plan your 1906 Fertilizer
will be available in 1966 for such
program.
forestry practices as Tree Planting
REMEMBER - a soil test is the
and Woodland Improvement.
best guide available in solving
November 23 has been set as the your fertility problems.
For soil sample boxes and othar
date for a growers' referendum on
marketing quotas for the 1966 crop information on soil testing contact
our office or any lime or fertilizer
of upland cotton.
The national acreage allotment dealer in Obion County.
for the 1966 crop has been announcBEEF CATTLE SALES
ed at 16 million acres, the smallest
permitted under present law in
Several Registered Beef Cattle
view of the supply-demand situa- producers in Obion County are pretion; a national reserve of 200,000 paring cattle for sales that will be
acres has also been announced to held during November. If you need
take care of minimum farm allot- a bull or some heifers, you should
ments. The national marketing keep these sales on your calendar:
quota for 1966-crop upland cotton Mr. Fenner Heathcoek will have 16
is 15,267,00 bales.
bulls and 5 heifers in West TennesNotices of individual farm allot- see Hereford Sale at Jackson on
ments will be mailed to operators November 6; Mr. W. T. Garrigan,
of cotton farms prior to the refer- Jr. will have 8 heifers in the Registered Heifer Sale at Brownsville
endum.
The chairman pointed out that on November 10; Mr. Howard Haithe pending farm bill, now await- derson will have 1 heifer in the
ing signautre by the President, Polled Hereford Sale at Brownscontains a number of changes in ville on November 111; Mr. Park L.
FLEX-O-GLASS is the original and
provisions of law for upland cotton. Wheeler will have 1 bull and 4
only
window material that carries a
While it does not change the re- heifers in the Polled Hereford Sale
quirement for establishing by Oct. at Brownsville and Mr. Parnell
2 YEAR GUARANTEE. Look for the
15 a national acreage allotment and Parrigan will sell 10 bulls and AO
name FLEX-O-GLASS on the edge.
marketing quota, as announced, It females at his Angus Sale on his
would enable producers to volun- farm November 1S.
,Got_Gonuino FLEX70-GLASS At Youg_LOSIIiiidwr.

FARM NEWS

Wrecker Service

Dial 472-1821

•sip it slow and easy
• it's made by Hiram Walker
•it's 86 proof
•it's straight bourbon
whiskey
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A.C. Baits It Sou

KEEPS OUT COLD,
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Savesupto40%eibal
241,

MO COUNTY

WESTERN AUTO

DOLLAR STORE

LE*0•GLASS

GLASS-0-NET
WYR-0-GLASS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE

TIME
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4A;471'4'WUR.00
WHISKEY
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKS I SONS INC, PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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TIME to
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It has been thoroughly washed with
a neutral detergent, the calcium in
the milk will tend to eve you an
alkaline or neutral reading. It
comes down to this, if you are going to take the trouble to take a soil
;ample correctly, then make sure
it comes into the laboratory in the
best condition possible. In the laboratory, we can only test what is
brought in, too be sure to number all
samples and know where they
came from, this is your job, so
when your results are in, correct
amounts of limestone and fertilizer
can be applied to each field.
How much soil do you need to
bring into the laboratory? I have
heard of amounts from a teaspoon
full to bushel basket full. Now both
these are extremes of course. The
laboratory needs only 1-2 pint of
sell. U you took 10 cores of soil you
would have a shoe box about 1-2
full. This should be well mixed and
dried, then get your 1-2 pint of so.1
for the test.
I am sure
can see the importance of getting a representative
core on each field or part of a field.
You are going to have leas than a
pint of soil to represent your field.
Now of this portion the laboratory
uses one tablespoon of soil for each
test run.
Actually you can hold in the
palm of your hand the amount of
Bail that is used in a test, therefore
you MUST do the very beet job
possible in getting the soil sample
and then care for it properly.
Field history is of great import-
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Nowa From Oar
Boys In Th.

District No. 1, after a visit to their
daughter, Mrs. Roy Colley, near Page 7
The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 4,
ity Ken Oet57 Melds
1985
Farmington, Ky.
A siege of intestinal flu has hit
Mesdames Clara Carr, Mary Cruce,
561 Ballantyne Road
•CAYCE NEWS
Every good wish is extended to this section the past week and sevEffie Roper and Mies Eva JohnGrosse Pointe, Michigan
By Miss Clarke Bondiwast
Mrs.
sonSunday Evening, Oct. 10, 1965 transfRadford Chambers, who was eral cases have been reported.
erred to Baptist Hospital in Sonic were Mrs. Bizton Lassiter and
Mrs. Lurline Crime has returned
Memphis last week She has been Leslie Lassiter. It seems to
Mrs. Jo Westphellng
Last Wednesday dinner guests of
be the
home
after a visit with her sister,
very sick and underwent surgery 24-hour type and each is
Fulton News
Mr.
and Mrs. Cliff Wade were:
fully reseveral weeks ago.
covered.
Mesdawes Flora Whipple, Gussie Mrs. Irene Olshove of Detroit,
Fulton, Kentucky
Mich. While there she
Your writer left Saturday for Bowen, Christine Pierce, Dixie wedding of her niece,attended the
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Miss Judy
Walke
r, Paul Wade and Ray EuOlshove. Judy is the daughter of
My wife and I spent the week in little daughter, Jacqueline, left Tullahoma, Tenn., for a visit with gene Wade and
Harol
d
Willia
mson. the former Miss Irene
your wonderful community during Saturday for their home in Akron, her children, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Taylor.
the Banana Festival. We came Ohio, after spending a week's va- Frields, and baby son, Kerry
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgely,
Sunda
y
aftern
Michae
oon
l. It was a nice drive and Tenn., spent last week
guests of Mrs.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Lieu- home simply delighted with our ex- cation here among relatives.
the countryside is very beautiful; Daisie Bondurant and with Mrs. Dais,c Bondurant and Clarke were
tenant Colonel William P. Reed, periences. We enjoyed all of it.
Clark
e.
Rev. Russell Rodgers
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
as well you may know long before
son of Mrs. Clarence Reed of 301 We met and talked with many peo- regular appointment at filled his
Mr. and Mr3. Clarence Fowler and daughters, Diana, Donna
now, this is my favorite season.
New
Salem
and
ple
from
other
countr
Park Ave., Fulton, Ky., has enteries and found Baptist church the past
Sunday at Having a nice visit and getting to of Colfax, Calif., are visiting her Debera, and Mrs. J. B. Inman and
ed the Air War College, the U. S. them to be delightful people.
sister,
Mrs.
Maye
11 a. m. and also at the evening know my new grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn Inman.
Kerry, a Harold Hampton.Wall and nephew,
Air Force senior professional
You most certainly deserve a lot service. Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside, of
bit better. He is six weeks old.
meets
at
school, at the Air University, Max- of credit for your efforts in staging 10 a. m. and BTU at 7
Mrs. Jim Ammons is visiting Dr. Union City, were Sunday guests
p.
m.
Every
such a worth-while affair, and sin- one is invited to attend
well AFB, Ala.
Other visitors here in the Frields' and Mrs. Ray Ammons and
each and
family of Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Colonel Reed begins 10 months of cerely hope that you will receive every service, by Pastor Rogers household Sunday were Mr. and in Murray.
Everyone
Mrs. Ralph Doron and daughters,
intensive study in the university- the support necessary to keep this and the church.
Last Monday dinner guests of Cayce Schoolhad a nice time at the
Saturday, celebrating
Alicia and Lita Ann, of Huntsville, Mr. and
level course which provides senior going.
Mrs.
A. Simpson were Hallowe'en, especially
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe McClain Ala. Ralph
the children,
office
I
was
rs
is
and
a
born
nephe
key
civili
and
w
ans
a
of
raised
better
your
in
the FulMesdames Maye Wall and Clarence who
Airman DOW/ H. Wade
returned to their home, this scribe
were all dressed like ghosts
understanding of the elements of ton area and have always been have
.
Fowler. Afternoon guests were and
goblins.
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—Airman national power and aerospace re- proud of your community. The sincerity and warmth of your people
Danny H. Wade, son of Mr. and sources.
Mrs. Harold Wade of Water ValThe Fulton High Sehol graduate is truly heart-warming. Possibly
ley, Ky., has been selected for attended Vanderbilt University, living there, you more or less take
training at Lowry AFB, Cob., as Nashville, Tenn., and received his It for granted, but to those of us
an Air Force administrative spec- B. S. degree and commission
in that have been away and come
ialist.
1946 upon graduation from the U. S. back, it is truly a noticeable differ_
The airman, a 1965 graduate of Military Academy. He is a member ence.
We wanted to meet you, but realWingo (Ky.) High School, recently of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
ized just how busy you were and
completed basic training at LackHis wife, Phoebe, is the daughter
land AFB, Tex.
of Mrs. Roland F. Hunt of 8022 didn't want to bother. I am related
to the Reeds, Sawyers and Mrs.
Ridge Ave., Concinnati.
Carl Pirtle.
You can count on us for your next
Fesitval and I want to help some
BERLIN, Germany—Staff Ser- way in a financial manne
r on the
geant Wendell R. Jones, son of next one.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Jones of Rt. Keep up your good work,
and best
3, Fulton, Ky., has arrived for duty regards.
at Tempelhof Central Airport, GerW. M. Qualls
many.

SERVICE

Sergeant Jones, a radar repairman, previously served at Naha
AB, Okinawa. He is a member of
the Air Force Communications Service which has units deployed
world-wide to provide communications and air traffic control for
USAF operations.
The Sergeant is a graduate of
Cuba (Ky.) High School.
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Leiters To Editor

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

God bless Mommie, Daddie, and
all my friends at church...

THE PRICE FOUNDATION
Incorporated
Mercer Lee Price, President
October 31st, 1965

"Hearken unto the voice of my
cry, my King, and my God."

Mrs. Paul Westpheling, President
International Banana Festival,
P.O Box 428,
Fulton, Kentucky.

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
God's word has a great deal to
Thanks to the kindness of Mrs.
FORT HOOD, TEL — Army C. D. Edwards of Fulton, I
say about prayer, for prayer is
have
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. — Airman Specialist Four Lloyd E. Bradley, at hand a copy of the special BaJames D. Casey, son of R. B. Wade son of Mr. and Wis. Charlie Brad- nana Festival edition of
our means to communicate with
THE
of Water Valley, Ky., has been as- ley, 201 Chickasaw St., Hickman, NEWS of Thursday, October
28th,
signed to Peterson Field, Colo., af- Ky., received the Good Conduct 1965.
God. Through prayer we can
ter completing Air Force basic Medal, Oct. 14, while auigned to
I am very much impressed wft'i
give thanks, petition for our
training.
the let Armored Division at Fort the wowed= of your splendid
Hood,
Tex.
effort
aed
sInclu
sion
of
a
The airman, who attended Reavis
variety
friends, and seek God's wisdom
Specialist Bradley received the of interesting photographs gathered
High School, Oak Lawn, Ill., will
at
random. The entire handling of
he trainir% on the job as a trans- award for exemplary conduct, effifor our daily living.
portation specialist with the Air ciency and fidelity as a soldier in the various activities and personalities
was
active
nothin
military service.
g short of superb.
Defens^ Command.
As Mrs. Price and I have a numThe 25-year-old soldier, a shop
Make prayer a daily practice in
ber of friends In this country and
• clerk in Company D of the diviabroa
d
who
would enjoy reading
sion's 18th Engineer Battalion, enyour life.
about the International Banana
tered the Army in October 1963.
Festival, I would appreciate fifty
He attended Hickman High
(50) copies before your supply is
School.
exhausted. I am enclosing my
cheek in the amount of $12.50 to
cover. Please direct them to the
address indicated above, and
•PIERCE STATION oblige
-.
. If there is an extra cost
or Ism (basins Lowe
for postage, kindly let me
know.
It Is with appreciation that I
A wonderful service was enjoyed acknowledge receipt yesterday of
by a large crowd at Johnson's the original of the signed agreeThe Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge
of His love
ment between ourselves regarding
Grove Sunday and Sunday night.
for
man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbo
our proffered scholarship program
r. Without
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way
of Memphis, spent the week end to the Princess Pageant.
of
life
will long
Cordially yours,
with Mrs. Johnson's parents, Mr.
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably pstis:i.
Therefore, even
and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
Mercer Lee Price
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Adams, of
of the welfare
President
Evansville, Ind., visited Mrs, C. E. MLP/mar
of Mime and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and parLowe for a while Sunday afternoon. Enclosure
licipie is the Church because it tells the truth about man's life, death and destiny; the
Roger Davidson spent Saturday
knit ibidt alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
night with Garry Stem.
Quite a crowd of the young folks
Embassy of the
Col•mos Adv. Serv.
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
United States of America,
T. J. Easterwood Saturday night
Ecuador
and enjoyed a Hallowe'en party,
Department of State
also celebrating Miss Nancy's
Washington, D. C.
birthday.
'THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BRIN
Q PUBLISHED 'THROUGH TH5 COOPERATION
October 14, 1965
OP THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
abbilibl lolgraRbooloso oebboi
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THII
Tharmobliniroombobol
UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS
have returned to their home in Dear Jo:
INSTITUTIONS
a Dom mod
13 bad ebb
Centralia, Ill., after a visit with
b mosob
Robb
ovorodolb
lb*
o
relatives here.
Our heartfelt thanks again for INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Mho. model by ova/ obt.--0,140
awlsod bort
William Ward, Livestock
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
Miss Paula Long spent Saturday your hospitality during our visit to
Jobbers of Shell Products
night with Miss Donna Maynard in Fulton. I must say you folks think
W. buy and sell dolly
"Live Better illecirkeer
of everything, right down to bridal
Harris.
Pullen
Phone 472-3951
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Glover and suite and pink champagne!
Morris Dr S. Fulton
Phone 479-11111
Hickman, Ky.
Mrs. Trine Easterwood have reThe rest of our trip was antiturned from a ten days trip to Al- climactic after
Phone 4721S23
F Linen
the hustle and
CITY DRUG COMPANY
buquerque, New Mexico.
'F—IoNIMNIVIRRo
bustle of Fulton and we regret
AMMINNUMMER,
Airlano Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.
missing the activities slated for
Your Proscription Drug Steno
that weekend. We did manage two
Butane and Propane gas dealer
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc
— BEI —
Fulton, Ky.
days by ourselves in Florida on the
Phone 472-1383
Pullen, Ky.
way back that recharged our batteries.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton
Phone 472-1471
We've been describing "Banana.
Rico
Insu
ranc
Agen
e
cy,
Inc.
Week" to the gang around here and
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FOR TO=
they are frankly disbelieving—perso. us for all your Insurance needs
Lennox gas furnaces, air cenallessere
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
haps some Americans have never
f_
231 Main St.
Trav
eler
Phone
s
472-13
Inn
seen
Rest
41
an
aura
up-an
nt
d-com
ing
place like
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
all-elecfrk heat pump: deckle funoegs
Fulton in their whole lives. If you
Posturing Home-Made Pies
FARM LOANS
want to send us any movies about
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
2011 MAIN STRIIIIT
the event, will sure use them.
PURE MILK COMPANY
"FULTON, KIINTUCIEW
Special Sunday Dlietsr
SEARS
We've seen Mrs. Bellasteros a
M the store or at your doer
couple of times since our return
Shop by Phis*
Phone 479-141111
and we get together to chat about
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-3311
you all in Fulton.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Jo, I'm going up to a town called
JET LANES
Cuenca the first of November to
get you a gift that will knock your E. W. Jamas & Son Supermarkets
Special rates to Munn groups
Hemphill Cities Service,Station
eye out. Be on the lookout for it.
In Opotedis
Ifense
Hkkman, Ky.
Union City, Tem.
Tires, Batteries, miner moan
?IS
North $t.
Not much new here—same type
Phone 4724440
Large Display •
of thing and busy all the time. My
South Fulton, Tenn.
Broadway St.
Pions 475-9833
spare time is always taken up
'Well Lighted At Night •
with my pet project, which I'll
• Open Sunday Afternoons
write you about separately.
THE CITIZENS BANK
King Motor Company, Inc.
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Take care of yourself. Say hello
Greenfield
to our friends in Fulton. Come on
Make our beak your bank
Authorised Panties and Rambler Dealer
J. B. MANESS & SONS AD 11-SS011
down.
Peden and South Peden
Oreodledi,Toms.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 234-2US
Very sincerely,
M W. State Line
Photo 475-2V1
Eleanor and Wym Coerr
Airman James D.

1774

leORT HOOD, TEX.—PFC John
W. Travis, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel H. Travis, Route 2, Fulton, Ky., was assigned to the lin
Armored Division at Fort Rood,
Tex., Oct. 8.
Travis, a gunner in Headquarters
Company, 2d Battalion of the division's 46th Infantry, entered the
Army in July 190 and completed
basic training at Fort Polk, La. He
was last stationed in Korea.
Travis attended Union City High
School.
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NOTEBOOK-(continued from Prue Cone)
president was co-chairman of the
symposium. If there is a person in
this world who is more Marming,
more efficient,and more thoughtful
have to be
than Rose Oswald,
shown. Site left no stone unturned
to make our visit at Carnahan
Howie a memorable one. Our every
need was anticipated in advance,
with all kinds of hospitable and
gracious extras thrown in.
Because Mrs. Oswald did noi
want us "bothering" said she, with
parking and driving arounii 141ington, transportation was furnished us everywhere we went. R. Paul
took my car back to Louisville and
would meet me in Lexington on
Tuesday after the symposium was
over. One of the "chauffers" assigned to us was Mrs. Richard
Cooper, Senator Cooper's sister-inlaw. The first thing she said on
being introduced to me was: "What
did you all do to Lorraine (Mrs.
John Sherman) Cooper in Fulton.
She hasn't stopped talking about
the Banana Festival till yet." It
was hard to answer that question.
(Mrs. Cooper answered it herself
in her delightful column that is
distributed to newspapers all over
Kentucky.) Mrs. Lorraine Cooper
arrived in Lexington on Monday
and it was my pleasure to be one of
her dinner partners at the out-ofthis world affair given by Dr. and
Mrs. John Oswald at Spindletop
Monday. But I'm getting ahead of
myself.
After the ten of us were comfortably situated in our rooms, we
were taken to the Helen King
Alumni House for a reception in
honor of the ten Kentucky women
who were symposium speakers, as
well as the array of distinguished
speakers from all over these United
States. After meeting them and
learning their titles I almost gave
up the whole idea of being on the
program.
All of the other speakers were so
learned that for the first time in
my life I kept quiet. . . it was better to be thought a fool than to
speak and remove all doubt. After
awhile I thought I was in a big
city hospital . . everybody, men
and women alike
. were being introduced as "Doctor . . "The speakers who weren't
I D.'s were
PhD's. I thought once of putting
TD in front of my name. . . top
dog of the uneducated.
Following the reception we went
to dinner where Dr. Oswald announced, much to his delight since
his charming lady was partly responsible, that the women's symposium had attracted the largest
number of people of all the centennial's programs. There were 570
people registered for the event, and
about 700 people at the dinner.
As much as I hate to do this I
must stop here, until next week.
I'm afraid if I get into the symposium'e program, and start telling you about the fascination and
interest of it all, I might have to
curtail some of the details.

Pegs One)
(Centinend
person, firm or corporation found
ELECTION—
guilty of violating the provisions of
Here is First District vote on this ordinance shall be guilty of a
Bond Issue.
misdemeanor and shall be fined the
MeCRACKEN COUNTY
minimum sum of $5.00 and the
Bend Issue
maximum sum of $50.00 and each
Yes 7,996, No 1,792
violation hereof shall constitute a
TRIGG COUNTY
public offense.
Yes 1,623, No 317
4. Any ordinance or part of orMARSHALL COUNTY
Yes 2,855, No 936
CARLISLE COUNTY
Yes 779, No 396
GRAVES COUNTY
Yes 3,374, No 2,145
TODD COUNTY
Yes 1,403, No 503
SIMPSON COUNTY
Yes 2,555, No 741
LYON COUNTY
Yes 783, No 358
FULTON COUNTY
Yes 948, No 473
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Yes 2,364, No 1,485
BALLARD COUNTY
Yes 1,173, No 371
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
Yes 873, No 445
LOGAN COUNTY
Yes 4,001, No 771
HICKMAN COUNTY
Yes 588, No 718
CRITTENDEN COUNTY
Yes 1,279, No 748
CALDWELL COUNTY
Yes 1,928, No 1,057
MUHLENBE RO COUNTY
Yes 3,667, No 1,772
ALLEN COUNTY
Yes 1,255, No 938
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Yes 3,642, No 1,168

dinance
genflict herewith is *OltECOMING—
hereby ealneedy repealed.
(CenHavam Prison Pees Me)
5. Be it further ordained that this with 42 points.
Sanders, who set
ordinance shall take effect from a Murray record by kicking 37 ex.
and after its due passage, the pubtra points, scored 33.
lic welfare requiring it.
In the Tangerine Bowl, the Racers stormed back from a 21-7 halfNO HEADLIGHTS
time deficit to tie Sul Ross and
The wings of an owl have fringed were threatening to score again
edges to muffle noise so that it can when the game ended.
fly as silently as a shadow.
The '48 season was the first at

SUPER RIGHT

Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, Explorers, and adult leaders of the Four
Rivers Council will join forces with
other youth groups, business, professional, and farm organizations
in the observance of Farm-City
Week November 19 to 25.
Scout Executive, Elbert Johns,
said today that Farm-City week
will involve boys and leaders in
activities that show the important
role being played by both farm and
city people in the American way
of life.
By bringing neighbors together,
Mr. Johns said, there becomes a
better appreciation of the interdependence of urban and rural communities.
Mr. Johns said that besides assisting local organizations in the
public observances of Farm-City
Week-1)y acting as flag bearers,
aides, and messengers—exchange
visits will be held between urban
and rural units.

CENTER CUT
BIND ib.88t

VERY.WRONG

"seratcl
moist, I
easy to
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nesse miasma
Amairs.
ALL GOOD SLICED

NAPA 1110.10111 IMO

U.S.D.A.INSPECTED FRYER PARTS
FR ESH
FROZEN CHICKEN
WHOL E FItYER BREAST
LIVERS
Willi Port Rib

BACON
(1
,
.
4:.
)
2
129
IL7b; 5Let 79 vn,el.
45t
494
GROUND BEEF
994
BONELESS BEEF,LhRUMP
ROA
rARE
K
a,v.„,
454
veLbs.
USDA FRYERS
White Bread
Id
49t
Chocolate Brownies
IMMO V A
a*Lb.up iw33aspa LI. /
Cheese' Spread
PASSPORT TO BEAUTY SWEEPSTAKES
cg etWee Sale
Sfteceed
MILD AND MELLOW
Hidden Ma ic
Hair Spr
EIGHT 0'CLOCK
KG. 7-0Z. $
1-111.
-LB. $1189
11.50 CAN
BAG
BAG
684
&
READ
69c
SHOULDER
Gleam
63t Margarine
6 97t
Margarine
36C A&P Pumpkin
2 25t
59
Gala Towels 2 R4 45C Anti-Freeze
Northern 2
Cloroxil"ch ot23t cm137c
Crisco Shwaii111 3 89c Apples"
5
49t
CHASE & SANBORN
5

Attached

Lb.

Lb.
,
SUPER RIGHT
FRESH

Leis

Lesser Quantities
Lb.

ginsgight
Retie eerie Lb.

(Save 204
JANE PARKER
All Butter(saye 191
.
)
3 x13 Os. Tin

CHED-O-BIT AMERICAN
OR PIMENTO

LL•4:°44694

3

(Reg

TOOTH
P

NUTLEY GOLDEN QUARTERS
(Save 19e)

Lb.
Cuss

I

75541z 4"1"

IMPERIAL

Gallo.

SEASONINGS

T

MIRACLE WHIP

!r7s4

RP°:
:

1

BANANAS°
FANCY "NE
JUICY FLORIDA

Oranges& Grapefruit 5Lb. Bag 49c

Coffee 1!L7 ,M754 Biscuits

ft

BALLARDS OR
PILLSBURY

(Oven Ready)

•

NIBLETS
12 Oz. Cans

'lesztraerte.
,
•,.-

GIANT

(With Meat Or Mushroom)

1 Lb. 1 2/3 Oz. Pkg

Spaghetti

...ALL YOU NEED FOR
GREAT DEVILED EGGS

6 48

Cans
Of 1047c

Peas Grum Giant .2iciot49c
DINNER
FLEISCHMANNS
Riblets Corn...2c'.1.39 DUCAN HINES LAYER
234 Cake Mixes
MexicornGREEN
Margarine
Bens••••cuT2 c„39c SAVE 1 Lb.
Green
GOLD
Towelr,x:R..CzOLORE02.1,79 324
PKG. PKG.
•
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 6th
— Kleenex
Facial Tissues
Food Stores
(24OFF) OFPKGS.
400
CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE

I Lb.

88
,
32:2
All Varieties

I Lb.

PIEP.

'7
,2101Wer

iF‘ Well,
it's No.1
in sales.

PRESTON E

Genoa

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
OP'

I°11
C"

MARVEL

MB.3

14E GHAT ATIANIIC & FACIFIC DIA COMPANY. NC.

6 years old.

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

90PROOF
$185
$155
I1PT.
• 4/9 OT

Kansa), Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof A 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.

STORE HOURS — Monday thru Friday lam. to 6:90 pin. Saturday 8:00am.-8:011 pa.
9
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The Freed-Hardeman College
Alumni Banquet will be held at the
Merit Club House, Mayfield, Kentucky, on Tuesday, November 23,
1965, at 6:30 p. m.
Seniors in high sch—.1 who pre
considering attending Freed-Ha.deman College are invited to attend
as guests of the college. Alumni,
parents, friends, and other high
school students are invited to come
at the regular price. All who are
planning to attend shook! noti/7
%tr. 0. D. McKendree, 721 Hausman, Mayfield, Kentucky, as soin
as possible. He must know how
many dinners to reserve.
A good program is being planned.
Colored slides of the Freed-Hardeman College campus and activiteis
will be shown. Make sure that yoar
community is well represented.
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GRADE A

........

Seniors Are Invited To
Freed-Hardeman Event

Visit Local Mures First

"SUPER-RIGHT"

•4•••••••

Charles M. Moon, Fulton, recently sold an Aberdeen-Angus bull to
Murdock Angus Farm, Murray,
Kentucky.

So for now. . TD Westpheling
will sign off.

AY MATURED BEFiARt1

LOTION (Reg 854
SHAMPOO 3.30g. Bet.

CHARLES M. MOON SELLS
REGISTERED ANGUS BULL

the team have Wientnif they would
attend the fra.*ay will be
guests of honor at a bad 1uncheon
Saturday morning after the Homecoming parade and will be recognised and presented gifts at halftime of the Murra:-Middle Tennessee football game.

Coach Faurot and 35 members of

T-BONE lb.VP8173:'
SIRLOIN lb.984

BONELESS BEEF STEAK CUTS

Scouts, Leaders
To Join During
Farm-City Week

Mnrray for Head Coach Fred Fanteams later won (NC
championships in 1950 and 1951. He
resigned In 1955 to go into private
business. His overall record at
Murray was 43494. Assistant
coaches in '48 were Roy Stewart,
MSC's athletic director, and Ken
McCree, who now lives in Milan,
Tenn.
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Of interest to Homemakers
tablespoons butter
teaspoon nutmeg
Blend sugar, cornstarch and
salt in a sauce-pan. Stir in coffee and bring to a boil, stirring
constantly. Boil until clear. Add
butter and nutmeg. Cool. MakIs
about 1 cup.
Pecan Sauce
1 cup light brown sugar
2 teaspoons cornstarch
1 cup water
2 tablespoons butter
% cup pecans
Mix sugar and cornstarch in
sauce-pan. Stir in cold water.
Cook, stirring constantly, over
low heat. Boil until clear. Remove from heat; add butter and
pecans. Chill. Makes about 11
/
2
CUM.
Sherry Fruit Sauce
2% tablespoons sugar
11
/
2 tablespoons cornstarch
few grains salt
'A cup cold water
1 tablespoon butter
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1-3 (one-third) cup orange juice
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
% cup currant jelly
'la cup sherry
Combine sugar, cornstarch
and salt; stir in water and bring
to a boil, stirring constantly;
boil until clear. Add remaining
ingredients; serve warm with
puddings. Makes about 11
/
2 cups.
Trifle
NOTE: A trifle may be as
plain or as elaborate as one
wishes to make it. from a simple arrangement ot stale cake

2

or ladyfingers soaked in liquor
and topped with a soft custard
to an elaborate concoction including macaroons, candied
fruits, nuts and whipped cream,
as woi as sponge cake and
jam.touring the strawberry saga, freak strawberries soaked
In kirsch, if desired, may replace the jam. Thinly sliced
fresh peaches soaked in peach
brandy may also be used to good
advantage.
10 to 12 ladyfingers %. sponge
cake in an equivalent
amount
% cup jam
6 large macaroons
% to Y2 cup sherry, brandy or
cordial
11
/
2 cups soft custard made by
your favorite recipe
% cup heavy cream
1-3 cup blanched and toasted
almonds, shredded
12 candied cherries
Line a dessert bowl with lady.
fingers split in half (or slices of
sponge cake) which have been
spread on one side with jam
(apeloot, quince, strawberry or
raspberry). Place macaroons on
top. Pour the sherry, brandy or
cordial over these and let it
stand until absorbed by the
cakes. Pour the chilled soft custard over the cakes. Place in
the refrigerator. When the custard is partially absorbed by the
cake, top with whipped cream,
swirling it in an attractive deeign. Garnish with almonds and
_cherries.
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Grandma's Delicious
Dark Chocolate Cake
Grandma used to make
cakes by hand from "scratch"
that would truly melt in your
mouth. Today cakes made
with a food preparer from
"scratch" are just as tender,
moist, lighter and are twice as
easy to make.
Here is such a cake — a
deep dark chocolate layer
cake that is sure to please the
men in your family. The fudgy
moist layers are split and filled
with cool refreshing whipped
cream, and the outside of the
cake is frosted with your favoritr fluffy white frosting.

This new time-and-work
saving way to bake cakes —
using the KitchenAid food
prepare:* — enables you to
make old-fashioned moist
cakes just like Grrndma used
to make but in a fractional
amount of time. With the
KitchenAid food preparer, the
batter is blended in just the
right amount so that each morsel of cake is moist, tender
and airy light.
Here is the recipe for
Grandma's Dark Chocolate
Cake — it's sure to be a hit
with your family and guests

GRANDMA'S DARK CHOCOLATE CAKE
2 cups sifted cake flour
I/
1
4 cups brown sugar,
I VI tsp. baking powder
firmly packed
14 tsp. salt
2 egp
V: cup shortening
3 squares (3 oz.) unsweet/
1
2 tsp. soda
ened chocolate, melted
I tsp. Vanilla flavoring
I cup milk
Grease and flour two 8" or 9" cake pans. Set aside. Combine all dry ingredients in a bowl. Mix thoroughly. Place
shortening in KitchenAid mixer bowl and beat at #6 until it
becomes the consistency of mayonnaise, about 2 min. Add
flavoring. Turn to #4 and add sugar gradually. Beat on #6
until light and creamy, about 2 min. Add eggs one at a time,
beating about 14 seconds after adding each egg. Add melted
chocolate and beat one more minute. Scrape bowl thoroughly.
Beat until mixture is light and fluffy, about one min. Turn to
#1 and add dry ingredients alternately with the milk. When all
ingredients are thoroughly mixed, turn to #6 and beat until
batter is smooth and creamy, 5 seconds. Be sure to scrape the
bowl. Pour into prepared cake pans and bake at 350° for 2530 min. Be sure cake Is w1-Wy cool before frosting.
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Carefree lop
Will enjoy the comfort
and colors in our Tee
Shirts, Sweaters, Sport
Coats & Pants.
We have White Dress
Shirts. Even Mom will
appreciate the Keep-aPress pants in Twill and
Corduroy.

Assorted Colors

Fancies
For
WI
Fair
Ladies
• fancy she'll fancy our
femlns frW.st Our vanity
dresser sets for girls of
all ages. &idea and
bewitch her with exciting
costume jewelry ..Vs
have styles for the fair
and fragile or the jaunty
tweed loving types. We
have baroque sparklers,
hand crafted imports and
demure
old fashioned
treasures.
You'll see little gems of jewelry boxes,elegant pin cushions
in a profusion of styles and coin** Does she want gifts
for her Rome? we're with you there, too — with handsome
handmade furniture, sparkling glassware, unique pictures
and a galaxy of superb creations in wrought iron or wood.
For herself or her home, acme shop at the...

GIFT, ANTIQUE & MOM* PONNIIMINS EMO
lOUTS FULTOR. TE1111.
IP NOMI 479-2241

A SATINY CHOCOLATE OR MOCHA SAUCE
"weds" these light party puffs and creamy
vanilla ice cream into a fabulous dessert.

Other dessert sauces may be used for vanstions with ice-cream-filled puffs, or cakes
and puddings.

Ray's
SANDWICH

SHOP
South Fulton

Custom Barboquing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS woks
THICK SHAKES coon, tow
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH PRIES

BANDS
Plain and fancy desserts are
the final touch that can make
almost any meal an occasion to
be remembered. Some take just
a few minutes to whip up and
taste as good as the ones that
take hours.
Far the nooks be -a burry,
The Fast
here's one from
Gourmet" by Poppy Cannon:
Meet Remarkable Mousse
Make up 2 packages of chocolate-flavored whipped dessert
mix using 1 cup of water and 1
cup milk. Begin by putting 1 cup
Ice Estee 20 a deep bowl Add
2 packages of the dessert Mix.
Beat with an electric beater or a
rotary hand beater about 1 minute. Add 1 cup milk, 2 whole
raw eggs, 4 (I-ounce) packets
of ready-melted chocolate — the
kind that cars in the little individual paekets ready to
1
4 teaspoon cinnasqueeze. Add /
mon, % teaspoon instant coffee,
2 tablespoons cognac, bourbon
whisky or rum (optional). Also
add 1 teaspoon pure vanilla.
Beat 3 minutes longer until
fluffy and thick. Turn into a
shallow bowl and chill at least
15 minutes. Makes 6 or 8 servings. Serve in an under-stated
French fashion in a shallow
plain china or milk glass bowl
and without any garnishment.
Slightly sweetened vanilla-flavored whipped cream may be
passed separately; or, if you are
feeling too calorie-conscious, use
a low calorie whipped topping.
Ice Cream Puffs
A smooth, rich, chocolate
sauce is a must for Ice Cream
Puffs. The puff shells and ice
cream can be purchased at the
grocery store, but make your
own sundae sauce. If you're
having a party, split and fill
the pastry puffs with vanilla
ice cream and keep them in the
freezer until serving time.
CHOCOLATE MOCHA SAUCE.
1 package Chocolate Instant
Pudding
2'3 cup light corn syrup
11
/
2 teaspoons instant coffee
2/3 cup Pet evaporated milk.
Mix instant pudding, corn syrup and coffee in a 1-quart bowl
until smooth Stir in evaporated
milk gradually. Let stand to
thicken, about 10 minutes.
Makes about 1-2/3 cups. For a
variation, in place of the instant
coffee, use 1 teaspoon of vanilla.
Other sauces that might go
good with the Ice Cream Puffs,
just plain ice cream, or drizzled over a slice of cake are
the following.
Butterscotch Sauce
1% cups light brown sugar
1-3 cup butter
3/4 cup light corn syrup
% teaspoon salt
1 cup thin cream.
Cook sugar, butter, corn syrup and salt together, stirring
until sugar is completely dis-

solved. Add cream very slowly,
stirring constantly. Cook until
Syrup thickens, or until it
reaches 228 degrees. Serve hot.
Makes about 2 cups.

Coffee Sauce
lb cup sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
Few grains of salt
1 cup regular-strength coffee

Will Entertain On

And Try Our
Ho-Mads Chili

Thurs. and Sat. Nights

International Helps The Roberts Family Care
For 2000 Acres In The Dukedom Area
William, Harold and Glen
Robert of Dukedom, Tenn. have
purchased two of International
Harvester's 303 Combines and
are enjoying keeping them busy
in the harvest season. These
huge self-propelled combines
have 13 foot headers and are
pictured cutting 4 rows of beans
as they move across the field.
Despite the general idea that
most family farms are being
driven out of business these days
the Roberts Family—father and
two sons are farming near two
thousand acres of land in Weakley County- surrounding area—
How do they manage ??? By
mechanization. Owning
one

thousand acres they do custom
work on an additional thousand
acres each year. In order to
handle this tremendous operation with little or no hired help
this family keeps their equipment up to date—modernizing,
when it is expedient. Mr. William Roberts, the father, bought
his first Farmall Tractor.
model A from Orian Winstead,
partner in the Nailling Inplement Company in 1941, and the
major portion of their equipment is still International Harvester, and still being purchasad
from Nailling Implement Company.
Meet Mr. William Roberts, Glynn and Nereid
One year ago Harold and William Roberts purchased a 303
III self-propelled Combine with a
13 fot header and two row corn
heads and this week Orin Winstead delivered a new machine
to Glen Roberts, this one with a
13 foot bean header. The now
machine which was being operated in soybeans at the time
of the picture, was operated the
day previously by Harold with
the corn header — shelling corn.

This farm family have spent
their entire life farming, and in
Weakley County. Harold, 30, and
Glen 33, both own their own
farms and handle their own
crops in addition to the custom
work. A deur:Mu, Mrs. Shannon
Roberts, lives in Dresden.
This family leads us to believe
that the days of the family farm
Is here to stay, and that International Harvester must put out a
Pretty food line of equipment

Palllain*laplarest

Fulton,Ky.
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WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU HAVE 8 ECG DAYS 10 DO YOUR SHOPPING ...
PLUS YOU RECEIVE QUALITY STAMPS.
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OUR AD RUNS
FOR 6 BIG DAYS
NOT JUST 3 DAYS.
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY FOR LESS.

A BARGAIN hero .. . a SPECIAL there ... can
help trim your food costs and we always have
plenty of thorn. But LOW PRICES EVERYWHERE
cut the TOTAL beyond comparipl STOREWIDE LOW
PRICES make the BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
"snipping" away at food costs and REALLY cutting them down! Come see how much E. W.
JAMES'S STOREWIDE LOW PRICES will cut your
food bills. You don't just maks both ends meet you meet the end of your shopping list with
BIGGER CASH SAVINGS.
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We're Giving
Money Away

vei I
r#

Each Time You Visit Our Store You Will Receive
(Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET ... Drop
It In The Box ... Drawing Will Be Held Each
Saturday At 6 P.M.
Winning Number Will Be
Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues.

You May Win
This Week's
Bonus Of

A

t‘.(1.1
aS,:`:00Fitt71

Any Adult May Come: For FREE Tickets.

ROUND
STEAK

--4"—WMT
KITCHEN

PIMENTO CHEESE
CRANBERRY SALAD
TUNA FISH SALAD
SPAGHETTI
BAKED HAM
COLE SLAW
APPLE SALAD
FRUIT SALAD

ASSORTED FLAVORS
EACH

I

RED DELICIOUS OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

29(

APPLES
ORANGES 5 39(
ONIONS 3 19(
CAULIFLOWER 39(
4

SWEET

LB. BAG

FLORIDA

LB BAG

U. S. NO. 1

YELLOW

39(

80z.

53(

79(LB
SOUTHERN
BELLE

160z. 53(

$1.49
16 Oz. 39(
16 Oz. 49(
16 Oz. 59(

SLAB
BACON

Lb.

2

LB.

59,

HERMITAGE

ARMOUR

a
r
HENS 2002. /7( SAUSAGE Lb.37(

BOTTLES

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, Excluding
Tobacco & Milk Products.

Plus Quality Stamps.

MORION

HIMIT PIES Apple,
4 $1.00
FRIED POTATOES
2 39
BREADED SHRIMP
59(
FISH STICKS
3 $1.00
5 89(
ORANGE DELIGHT
PINEAPPLE Z721= 4
5
TUNA
39
(
BARTLETT PEARS
FOR

FREN

1313Ci

aoo

8 OZ. PACKAGE

FOR

MDtUAID

OZ. CANS

OLEO

(LITTLE ANDY)

2

LBS. 9

FM

6

MN

$1 600

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

PLUS
0QUALITY
STAMPS

This Ad Good From Thursday, November 4 Thru Wednesday, November 10, 1985.

CANS

PRIORITY

P4CIFIC

$100

AND

STATE LINE ROAD -- SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

2 1/2 SIZE CANS

SORGHUM

NEW CROP

LB.

59(

SWEET
POTATOES 5(
5(
TURNIPS
CRANBERRIES 29(
(EACH
S
L
I
C
E
. 7,.
A6A117YA
45g
EXTRA FANCY

LB
'

HOME GROWN

LB.

FRESH

LB. BAG

KRAFT VELVEETA 2 790
Hppy CHEESE
JUICEORANG
69
SLICED CHEESE 60Z.
39
CAN BISCUITS
6 49
EGGS
2 89( Pineapple'.
CABBAGE FREg"Gil"N LB. Si; Juice am-DviN
)TEWAR
49 3 89(
STRONG HEART7
3FoR.25c GREEN BtAHS 2cANs2Sc
HART'S CHERRIES 5
LB. BGE

,FROZEN FOODS

8 OZ. BOX

16 Oz.

Lb.

STOKELY'S
14 OZ. BOTTLES

SNOWY WHITE

Cherry, Coconut

16 Oz. 19(

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF
RIB STEAK
69( SIRLOIN
Lb. 99( STEAK
T BONE
REELFOOT FRANKS Lb. 55(
69CL
REELFOOT
Lb 19(
CORNED BEEF
MIST( PORLMS Lb. 49(
SMEDI
NECK BONES „ FAT
PIG FEET Lb.l BACK
WILLIAMS Lb. In BACON

CATSUP

LBS

LARGE HEADS

KY. KERNAL

NEW CROP

Jack Samples, So.

S5000

PIES

•

SHELLED
,
PECANS 9
$40000 JACKPOT
WINNER
Fulton, Tenn.

4 11 '44.41)
'

DELICIOUS TASTING
HOME MADE

poicEs

"A YEAR GLD

HOFFMAN'S

790

/
1
2GALIZN

HOT PEPPER

PACKAGE

QUICK "AgY

CANS

DMEN

CANS

MARY LZU CU

.
!
0
]
)
IT TAKES A $10.00 PURCHASE TO GET BOTH ITEMS CANS $1
LISTED IN AD WITH
$5.00 PURCHASE

)4 GALLON $1.29

91.164.

OM.

kaow."
"Do you realize that one martini is as fattening as a boiled
egg?"
Well, doctor in the kitchen,
answer those, with your double
talk about all foods and no foods
fattening — I never heard of
such a thing!

Fulton, Ky.

Would you
like to learn
how to spin
or weave—a
forgotten
trade? You
can learn to
spin and
weave lik•
your great
grandmother
did by watching the ladies
practicing
these forgotten arta at Pioneer
Village in Minden, south central Nebraska.

It's Puzzling
I'll admit it is a little puzzling.
And yet it is true. All foods are
fattening, if you eat enough of

KERNAL

U'TMB MAJOIRITTBS — Them six lovely young ladies,
Including two from Union City, lead the 66 member University of Temeasse Martin Branch Marching Band this
year. From let to right, the twirlers are Janice Vaughn,
a home economics sophomore from Paris; Linda Jessup,
freshman majoring in home economics from Union City;

Jackie Fuller from Nashville, a freshmen In pre-nursing
Blanche O'Bennon, a freshman in home ec000rnics from
Union City; Charlotte Robbins from Memphis, a sophomore
In elementary education; and Gail Crawley, a freshman in
education from Decaturvillei.

them. And none are, if you limit
your intake. It's just as simple
as that
What it comes down to is
that the diet as a whole is what
Is fattening, or slimming, or
maintaining, according to the
amount of food taken in the
total diet and the amount of
energy you expend.
Neither extreme is to be re
commended. Each good food has
Its contribution to make. It is
folly to omit basic foods like
meat, eggs, fish, cheese, butter,
milk, cream, poultry, whole
grains or enriched cereats, vegetables and fruits from your tliet,
or cut them too low for good
nutrition.
Find A Cembiaatioa
The idea is to find a combination that will maintain your
weight, and still keep :
-.11 the
four food groups that were described here last week in proper
balance. Then, neither your foods
nor your diet will be fattening,
and you can enjoy good eating,
plus the benefits of a nice figure,
clothes that fit in sizes easy to
buy, feet that carry your normal
weight without complaining, and
a general feeling of being right
with your nutrition and your
health, and the world in general.

November 4,19653
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Few towns tan
boast 60 Ansa,
can priceless
paintings. At
Minden's Phnear Village, *
south contrail

••

Nebraska,are 24
original paint.
l
i tilJb
aL=
room artist and
photographer of
the old west, along with 57

Tilburne originals, for people
who appreciate Western Art.
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DON'T FOOt VOURSELF • •
• There
is A
difference!
Why not enjoy the very
best in professional drycleaning service?

Miracle Finish
is the finest professional drycleaning service
that assures you of having a wardrobe that
will always "look like 'pew"!
It's EXCLUSIVE at...

OR-Pevaaafe

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 E.State Line
Pho.412-1700
weenie 401111112.

wing! willago.

Doctor
in the Kitchen

OIN
AK

by W.W. Bauer, M.O.
Consultant, Notional Dairy Council

ARE TEEN-AGE SNACKS A PROBLEM???

We Spsda.3z.In Service"
• Oil Changed

"And while we're here, doe- anybody except sick people LWtor," the mother of the teenage ins on medically prescribed
girl said, "I wish you would diets, is very simply outlined. It
ten her how to eat right. All falls into four main categories:
that stuff she eats — hambur- First, there is the meat group
gers, hot dogs, popcorn, milk —meats, fish, sea-food, poultry,
shakes . . . ."
eggs, milk, cheese and the legThe lady got the surprise of uminous vegetables (navy beans,
her life.
soy beans, dried split pees, lima
The doctor pointed out to her beans and lentils).
that he realised that teenage diets
Next comes the dairy food
leave much to be desired, in group — milk and its products,
whit* they differ not a whit laeluding ice groom, ice
from adult diets. But they aren't sherbets, cr.egm and whipped
as bad as they are sometimes cream, cheese and low-fat milk
painted, at least in some respects. in various forms.
Hamburgersand hot dogs
Then there is the fruit-vegesupply useful proteins, sines table group, which, as its name
they are made of meat. Many Implies, includes all the fruits
girls do not eat enough meat, and vegetables with their content
and are likely to be short on of sugars, starches, vitamins minproteins. Milk shakes supply erals and supplementary promuch needed calcium, readily teins.
digestible sugar, good quality Finally we come to the group
protein, a fine supply of B vita- of enriched white-flour bakery
mins, calcium, and other useful products, refined white enriched
minerals, especially phosphorous. cereals, or whole-wheat cereals
Looked at from that angle, a and bakery goods, which supply,
milk shake can contribute sig- In addition to their starch and
nif:antly to the diet. And let's sugars, important vitamins and
not overlook the popcorn, which minerals and supplementary proIs a nice way to get chummy teins.
with some whobegrain cereal,
Recommended Servings
nicely buttered.
Two or more servings daily are
But Snacks Net dough
recommended for the meat
Of course the girl, or boy, group. Four or more servings of
should not expect to live exclu- the vegetables and fruits and
sively on these delectable de- breads and cereals groups. Adults
lights. There is much more re- should have 2 or more glasses of
quired for a good nutritious diet milk daily. Children 3 or more;
for a teenager or anybody else. teenagers 4 or more (smaller
The big difference is that the gleams for some children under
teenager, still in the growth-and- nine); pregnant and nursing wodevelopment stage, needs these men 4 glasses or more.
nutrients more than does the
For teenagers? Yes, and for
fully grown adult
you, too, homemaker, and your
A good diet for teenagers, or whole family.

• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Lot Us Balance Your Tires
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The fashion accent is on brogues for fall,
*specially these smart wing-tip styles.
M•ticulou ;ly tailored choice smooth or
grain leathers highlight the rich, rugged
look. Choose from our complete collection.

Mack — Cordovan
Ivy Wood—Brown

Sisee to 13
Widths"A to D"

BAY SHOE STORE

WHAT FOODS ARE FATTENING???
If someone were to ask the
doctor in the kitchen what foods
are fattening, he would have to
give her a very peculiar answer.

220 LAKE STREET

45
790
19q
690i
39
s49
*pie'

BIDX

Offer from USTERIPIE.
ANT1INIPTiC

CONTROL-UTE

Miniature
HIGH-INTENSITY

mid"14-

DN

GOLD INN

:*89('

2

CAN825(

$117,940

$12.95 $
VALUE
Offer mikes Ise. 31, 1115

9
lagisrlas Aslimak
Imp dew

BET ORDER BLANKS IN OUR STORE

E. W. James & Sons
Supermarket —West State Line

1110 FREE STAMPS

With The Purchase Of
Each 14-os. Size

At least, it might seem peculiar,
at first glance.
He would tell the lady that
all foods are fattening, and no
foods are fattening, and she
• would probably think that he was
trying to be funny. Arid this business of fattening is anything..but

Rayon Damask
60x90-In. Cloth
Rich-looking nine piece sets reasonably priced. Wide choice..

32-Pc.. Stainless TABLEWARE SET
Service
for 8...Heavy Solid Stainless Steel!

•$ Dingier Forks
•I Dinner Knives

50

•$ Tea Spoons
•$ Soup Spoons

MEiitiAC® by Stetson...45-Pc. Dinnerware SET
PLUS 8 Matching TUMBLERS

TOTAL OF 53 PIECES!

-°t'leef

112p51.

VII Value
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MTN,Ceps
II—Tee Semen
. 6-1111•44inds
11-0Moter Mules
1 —241•00 Swear
1--Onensat
1—Alledleni Plage,
1-0pne Vippeisble
... tendlion
in Pebble design

Buy All 3 Sets Above
For
only

King-size platter with embossed
hoed decorated gobbler, grapevine border—One

200

This Turkey Platter

FREE!

semi-porcelain

30-CUP PERK

SURE GRIP
0 .
Handle .

delicious coffee
automatically

It is common in everyday conversation to hear:
"I never touch butter — it's
fattening."
"I just love chocolate, but it's
so fattening!"
"Sugar in your coffee? My
dear, how do you dare — it's SO
fattening."
"I eat rice instead of potato,
not nearly so fattening, you

AU.tor

Turkey PLATTER

22" andget

funny!

00

"La Sabre"

00

''t '
flectrk
Carving Knife
Surer, faster, safer
electric carving or
slicing. $14 value!

Flavorful coffee for
4 guests era dozen!
Make 121.30cups.

1050

•

ANCHOR HOCKING "Easy Clean"

TEFLON® coated
Glass OVENWARE

BAR -B-I1
- PORK
and

•114-qt. Oval Casserole with cover
•1034-ln. Way loidoop Dish
•11-112. blood Cola Dish
•Smoot with salvos,%veins* Maim

MUTTON

* CHARGE IT OR USE OUR EASY-PAY LAYAWAY *

ON WORK
HICKORY LOG

3

with 8 Matching Napkins

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
IV Broadway
LK" Putter.

•

Open 1:11 to MN Me& - Thur.
1230 to 1:11 Pri.
Sot.

Fulton, Ky.
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The News-Shopper Photographer Visits Dukedom On A Sonny FridayIn October...

roar
pin
pasr.114 L
TOE SAL
lob. Rest
neigh Edri
now 4554
MOOD Or
Put Tier
bandiPal vi
COMMER
for proinott
special eve
City, phone

SHIFTY—Bold dots sparkle
on cotton sailcloth in this
slim shift with a decorative
front zipper. 'Pleasing contrast is added in big pockets
that reverse the bold dot
print.

FARM TO
the late Jol
cated just
way 106 and
and West S
slightly ove
farm land
in every rei
the hairs dc
with negoti
ma, Roane
4T2-881/11.

Doubled In Russia
MRS. HILLMAN WESTBROOK is Postmistress at
Dukedom. Tennessee. presiding over a small but neat
and very modern and clean building. (Above) Mrs.
Westbrook flashes a sheet of stamps to remind us that
It's time to mail overseas Christmas packages to servicemen.

Long For Fur?
Try Minklets

At the bank in Dukedom last week the 'rovin' photographer had the pleasure of meeting Joe Taylor, cashier.
Gladys Singleton, bookkeeper and William E. Cunningham. assistant cashier in a beautifully redecorated
building. This bank has been serving the Dukedom area since 1903.
Are Cut Off
WASHINGTON—Suicide is the
tour& ems of death among
Amsnines hi the productive
,years hes 18 to 45.

Where else can you put mink
besides on toothbrushes, beer
can openers, fly swatters, and
book markers? That is,besides
CU, vests, slacks, dresses
and lingerie?
Ankles, times where.
At the premium fur show
held at the New York Coliseum
this year Douglas Furs intro(laced mink ankle circlets not
unlike those ringlets around the
trim leg booms of a well-manioared poodle. lb.furriers suggested Ibe accessory for beachwear, nightwear, formal and
cocktail occasiona.

MUN1CH—Radio Free Europe
reports that the time a Soviet
worker takes to get to work has
doubled in the past 40 years.
The average commuting time is
more than 90 minutes; in 1925
the worker was within 45 minutes of home.

FOR SA
'pedal Ma
12-foot plat
draullc hes
dittos; prit
Implement
phone 472-1

Fresh Caught Fish
tiesh Puppies, Slaw,
Tarter Saudi
French Fries

FRIDAY
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FRY!

NOME
dart at PI

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat MOO
Children 75e

14,
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Hoover
VACUUM CLEANER

3x5

Braided Ru

5* FORS

$36.50

RI MN

LIOIC

l'onateliation

PAU'
elsift

Ma 444
A "heavenly" deems that
floats along behind you
as you clean from room
to room. This Hoover is
tops in efficiency,
low in cost.
Features I HP motor,
telescoping wand
double-stretch hose.

$5.95

62 FAII
straII

4

FOR
• autos

4.2 FOR
390,

Clir

Recliners . . . • . . $38.88
Maple Cutting
Boards only . . . $1.25
Maple Smoking Stands each $3.
26" Deluxe Bicycle
$39.95
Boys or Girls Model

4 Yal

pews

61 FOR
ppm

41 (4) I

4 SPEED ARVIN

CHI

ve;

I• I

The camera found Hillman Westbrook examining a 90 year old chair down by the
post office In Dukedom. This museum piece belonged to Win. 0. Knight and was
given to Raymond McNatt for display in Dukedom. Antique lovers will like the
chance to see this old wood and the patch-up on this one.
semzegannsca=
Larger
Aleutians Reach Out
Larger And
NEW YORK — The average
life insurance policy issued last
year was for $7,700. In 1963 it
was for $7,100.

ANCHORAGE — The distance
from this Alaskan city to the
last island in the Aleutian chain
—Attu--is 2,400 miles.
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For Your Old Dinette on any 7 pc.
Chrome or Bronzeione Dinette
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COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
far peemsbells, advertising and
spacial mos. ADELLE, Union
City, Shoes 115-3570.

- So for

morAvirReoPER
RIVOlItf

FARM FOR SALE-The farm of
the late John Wesley Browder, 10
cited just outside Fulton on Highway NS and lying between this road
and West State Line, consisting of
slightly over 1100 acres. This is real
farm land and is an ideal location
in every respect Please call us, as
the heirs do not wish to be bothered
with negotiations. James T. Johnmon, Realtor. Plume 472-1111111; night
47241111.

ibp4)
•

bring or mall yours in now!Rates are 5c a word
with a 50c ninimum, cash with order. Deadline is
noon on Mondays.

FOR SALE: flupsr42 soy-bean
spedial Massey-Ferguson combine;
12-foot platform, pick-up reel, hydraulic header with cab. A-1 condittos; priced to sell. Paul Seining
Implement
Company,
Fulton,
phone 472-111011.

FULTON NEWS SHOPPER
Commercial Ave.
Fulton

Baton Twirler Named
Miss Teen-Age America

BOOM YOU'BUY a shallow
we
see Mien Hardware
n1
0onipany, where prices
start at Ma

NOTICE
I.have moved my office
to the building formerly
3ccupied by the Banana
Festival Headquarters at
201 Commercial Avenue.
Col. C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker
A.

DALLAS, Tex.
- A wide-eyed beauty who was the
favorite ot fellow contestants and the sla4obandis as well is
the 1911 Miss Teen-Age America - Colette Agnes Dilute, 16,
of Paramus, N. J.
"Are thou goose tamps?" she asked, bugging herself sad
wiping tears from her dark brown eyes after the coronation
Friday MOIL
Colette, a 5-foot-81/2 inch lottee, N. C.
baton twirler, is vibrant and
Colette plans to UM her
warm awl, an colunudst AM- $10,000 scholarship to study
p.11 Van Buren, on cf the
languages at Symms Eat1111'•
judges, put it:"She loves peasity, become an IMINPrOer and
Pie, has a very warm pertravel.
sonaUty, and Awn be mat."
"I hope to meets bomb of
Runnersvp were JudyJacob
good kids," she said,edinitting
17, a discotheque jazz dancer
die didn't much care for shagfrom Southfield, Mich., entera-haired males or daft card
ed as Miss Detroit, and Cynburners.
thia Au* Hyrum, 17, at CharShe felt there was room for
oft-beat individualism within
ries
.Oves

NOW
THRU SATURDAY
Double Action!

SOW
IE. FORD GALAXIII V-11, autoabaft
MUSTANG V4 Mar**.
LINCOLN-elr and Wow

Ae

IMMO
lMOMPIONM

• FAIRLANE 511 V-11, straight
7 shift
FAIRLANE SN, 6411;
straight shift

Ea

FORD GsIasi* sedan; WU.
automatic

62 FORD Oataxi* convertible
NS, stick
4$: CHEVROLET Impale Nerd.
fee

(IMAM Mr sauna

anmeir111110000410

Thru Wednesday

mm

T-IIIRD convertible, full
pewee
St FORD II-passenger wagon,
power
St (4) FORD Galaxies
$t CHEVROLET convertible,
• V-8; stick
Sil MUSTANG 4-cylinder bard: top
6S FORD pickup, MAN miles
•FORD *ataxic air and
. pow
Si FORD station wagon
Si PONTIAC hardtop

M R1131GE

5. CADILLAC
Si (2) PLYMOUTHS

Ma,iflalitoikw.y

Poll*

• TELEPHONE 471.1411

Louisville Zoo
Buys Two Rhinos
LOUISVILLE
-The first
major animal acquisitive in
the Louisville Zoo that officials
hope will be open In late 'prime
Is a pair of rhinoceroses. The
zoological commission ordered
Wednesday purchase of the rare
"white rhinos"-actually light
grey in color-for $17,500 for
delivery after the zoo is completed. Zoo Director Ivo
Poglayen said a mature "white
rhino," called largest and mod
docile of rhinos, weighs three to
four toes and is about 1.5 test
long.

Powell Melton squatted
dom to work on this chain saw last weekend, anddown on the pavement out at Dukethe time the Shopper photographer had left the scene with this picture. theby
saw
was purring smoothly and
ready to cut a winter's supply of firewood.

Kaffahlatsch
Lore, Coffee
Brewing To' s
Every morning millions of
women call to their neighbors
over the back fences of America,"Come on over for coffee!"
And every afternoon still
others cluster in groups to
drink coffee from fragile cups
or heavy mugs, and nibble on
cake and cookies.
These get-togethers are two
versions of the kaffeeklatsch
—an old German word meaning coffee-gossip. Today, the
"kaffeeklatsch" — meaning
women gathering together over
a cup of coffee — is reaching
new heights of popularity.
But the coffee served at
these get-togethers isn't what
it used to be. Old-fashioned
coffee was rich, hearty and
stimulating, with a fresh aroma and robust flavor.
To give your coffee that
rich aroma and flaSorful taste
of old-fashioned coffee, here
are some tips on coffee buying, brewing and serving from
the makers of the KitchenAid

electric Coffee Mill:
WHEN YOU BUY COFFEE, buy the brand in the

bean that tastes best to you.
Every brand is a blend of different coffee beans, each chosen for its distinctive flavor
quality. Coffee in the bean is
usually available at leading
supermarkets everywhere.
GRIND YOUR COFFEE
FRESH, just before you brew,
so that the rich volatile oils
and flavor are captured in
every cup. Choose the grade
of grind that is right for your
coffee-maker.
WHEN YOU BREW, always start with a clean pot.
WHEN YOU SERVE,
serve it immediately after
brewing. if possible. If coffee
must stand before serving,
keep it over a simmer or very
low heat. Never boil coffee
after brewing.
,
WHEN YOU CLEAN
YOUR COFFEE-MAKER,
it's wise to use hot water. Contrary to popular belief, fast
rinsing does not always remove coffee oils that may
cause a distasteful flavor in
the next pot of coffee.

These pointers for perfect

coffee will make your next
kaffeeklatsch a sure success.
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Miss Judy Seeley of South Fulton, popular young bride-elect
of William Douglas Maly) Sims of Sharon, again was the inspiration for an attractive prommtial courtesy when Miss
Carolyn Malay and Mrs. Billy Underwood of South Fulton entertained recently with a miscellaneous household shower in the
Malray home.
White wedding bells and arrangements of fall flowers provided the artistic decorationb
for the party and the refreshment table, draped with a lace
cloth. featured a centerpiece
of brOw.•and yellow mums in an
amber bowl. Dainty sandwiches, assorted cookies,saltAn entire new trend in U.S.
ed nuts, mints and cold drinks
industry of products which were served to some 35 guests.
either eliminate or drastically
Miss Seeley wore a camel
reduce the need for an oil can hair costume suit with harhas been charted by Rex
monising accessories and pinChainbelt Inc., of Milwaukee, nod a gift corsage of yellow
mums at her shoulder.
Wisconsin.
Her mother, Mrs. Ed SeelNew products have been
ey, chose a red dressmaker
developed by the company to
suit and was presente with
aid industries where lubri- a white mum corsage,d while
cation and homosil maintenance Mrs. Wilburn P. Sims d Shai maw rut
ron, mother of thelirldsgroomTo overcome this type of to-be, was attired in a black
sheath with grey pin - stripe
U.S. production problem, Rex
developed a series of chains trim. Her corsage was of white
called Redi-Lube which oper- mums.
The hostesses presented
ate efficiently without the
Miss
Seeley with a coffee
need for lubrication.
server with matching cups
The Redi-Lube chains have
found a broad range of applications in the food processing
industry, in the farm implement industry, where maintenance is frequently neglected, and in conveyor uses
where a self-lubricating chain
offers many advantaces.
Other no-lubrication products include Delrin TableTop
Chain used extensively in canneries, bottling plants, on
packaging machinery and in
food processing plants.
In meat packing plants and
furniture plants where heavy
duty conveyor equipment is
needed, the Rex Steel Chabelco Chains and Delrin busha MTIII
ed bearing have been extremely successful.

The Oil Can To
Become Obsolete

The introduction of the nolubrication era is an extremely
important one for American
manufacturing and construction industries, the company
points out.
The savings in maintenance
and in longer-life from the new
no-lubricated products are
substantial.
In many plants, the old
fashioned oil can is on the way
out.

and

Leader Athletic & Sport* Goods Company

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Auirardwall11111111111111•11111/

FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
EY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS - GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a new Lennox Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump.Electrici
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON,

Get a can-a-

HANNA
SATIN SHEEN
FLAT WALL FINISH
• Dries in 20 minutes

• Coven in one application
• Apply with brush or roller
• Wide range of colors
• Available in matching semi
gloss colon

A. C. Bans & Seas
East State Line, Fulton
Let Us Do Your
Lespedesa and Sol
Seed Cleaning

MI SU*
PEITUB urn NNW

BEST

buy tt at

/

$500

ONSUIPIIR

USED FURNITURE

in One
Morning

Room

LOW COST AUTO LOANS

nor The

CLEANEST

Paint an Entire

Prenuptial Party Fetes
Miss Judy Esta Neeley

ROCKS

Pi OLDER CARS-

VANDEN FONDSAM I

Nearly all of the $9 other
contestants in the week-long
pageant were pullingfor Colette. The stagehands bad named
her their favorite in a secret
poll Friday.
Poised and personable,Colefts drew gasps from the
audience with her fiery baton
hvirling
dance. The flames
whirled claim to her swinging dark brown hair and bangs;
she bad to shorten her haircut
weir: this week because the
ends were singed.
Colette had
represented
New jersey in national twirling competitions and she
teaches at a professional studio in New Jersey. Her home
is 10 miles outside New York
and die competed as Miss New
York City.
Other finalists were Carol
Ana Hare, HI, San Antonio,
Tex. Deborah Mary Mk,17,
of Piggott, Ark., entered as
Miss Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Linda
Sullivan, 17, of Dallas, and 'Alamo Davidson "(liner, 18, of
Tulsa, Olda.

U.A. Roberts (left) and

PHONE 472-1911
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